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NONPARAMETRIC ESTIMATION OF AVERAGE TREATMENT EFFECTS
UNDER EXOGENEITY: A REVIEW*
Guido W. Imbens
Abstract-Recently therehas been a surgein econometricworkfocusing
on estimatingaveragetreatmenteffectsundervarioussets of assumptions.
One strandof this literaturehas developedmethodsfor estimatingaverage
treatmenteffects for a binary treatmentunder assumptionsvariously
or selectionon observables.
describedas exogeneity,unconfoundedness,
The implicationof these assumptionsis that systematic(for example,
averageor distributional)differencesin outcomesbetween treatedand
to the
controlunitswiththe samevaluesfor the covariatesareattributable
treatment.Recent analysis has consideredestimationand inferencefor
averagetreatmenteffects underweakerassumptionsthan typical of the
earlierliteratureby avoidingdistributionaland functional-formassumpestimationhavebeen proposed,
tions.Variousmethodsof semiparametric
includingestimatingthe unknownregressionfunctions,matching,methods using the propensityscore such as weighting and blocking, and
combinationsof these approaches.In this paperI review the stateof this
literatureand discuss some of its unansweredquestions, focusing in
particularon the practicalimplementationof these methods,the plausibilityof this exogeneityassumptionin economicapplications,the relative
performanceof the various semiparametricestimatorswhen the key
assumptions(unconfoundednessand overlap) are satisfied, alternative
estimandssuch as quantiletreatmenteffects, and alternatemethodssuch
as Bayesianinference.

I.

Introduction

INCE the workby Ashenfelter(1978), Cardand Sullivan (1988), Heckman and Robb (1984), Lalonde
(1986), and others,therehas been much interestin econometric methods for estimatingthe effects of active labor
marketprogramssuchas job searchassistanceor classroom
teaching programs.This interest has led to a surge in
theoreticalwork focusing on estimatingaveragetreatment
effects undervarioussets of assumptions.See for general
surveysof this literatureAngristandKrueger(2000), Heckman, LaLonde,and Smith(2000), and Blundelland CostaDias (2002).
One strandof this literaturehas developedmethodsfor
estimatingthe averageeffect of receivingor not receivinga
binary treatmentunder the assumptionthat the treatment
satisfiessome formof exogeneity.Differentversionsof this
assumptionare referredto as unconfoundedness(Rosenbaum& Rubin, 1983a), selectionon observables(Barnow,
Cain, & Goldberger,1980; Fitzgerald,Gottschalk,& Moffitt, 1998), or conditionalindependence(Lechner,1999). In
the remainderof this paperI will use the termsunconfoundReceived for publicationOctober 22, 2002. Revision accepted for
publicationJune4, 2003.
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edness and exogeneity interchangeablyto denote the assumptionthatthe receiptof treatmentis independentof the
potentialoutcomes with and without treatmentif certain
observablecovariatesare held constant.The implicationof
these assumptionsis that systematic(for example,average
or distributional)differencesin outcomesbetween treated
and controlunits with the same values for these covariates
are attributableto the treatment.
Much of the recent work, building on the statistical
literatureby Cochran(1968), Cochranand Rubin (1973),
Rubin(1973a, 1973b, 1977, 1978), Rosenbaumand Rubin
(1983a, 1983b,1984),Holland(1986), andothers,considers
estimationand inference without distributionaland functional form assumptions.Hahn (1998) derived efficiency
bounds assumingonly unconfoundednessand some regularityconditionsand proposedan efficientestimator.Various alternativeestimatorshave been proposedgiven these
conditions.These estimationmethodscan be groupedinto
five categories:(i) methods based on estimatingthe unknown regressionfunctionsof the outcomeon the covariates (Hahn,1998;Heckman,Ichimura,& Todd,1997, 1998;
Imbens,Newey, & Ridder,2003), (ii) matchingon covariates (Rosenbaum,1995; Abadie and Imbens, 2002) (iii)
methodsbased on the propensityscore, includingblocking
(Rosenbaum& Rubin, 1984) and weighting (Hirano,Imbens, & Ridder, 2003), (iv) combinationsof these approaches,for example,weightingandregression(Robins&
Rotnizky, 1995) or matching and regression (Abadie &
Imbens, 2002), and (v) Bayesian methods, which have
foundrelativelylittle following since Rubin(1978). In this
paperI will review the state of this literature-with particular emphasis on implicationsfor empirical work-and
discuss some of the remainingquestions.
The organizationof the paperis as follows. In sectionII
I will introducethe notationand the assumptionsused for
identification.I will also discuss the differencebetween
population-and sample-averagetreatmenteffects. The recent econometricliteraturehas largely focused on estimatreatmenteffect andits countion of the population-average
of
for
the
terpart
subpopulation treatedunits.An alternative,
the
early experimentalliterature(Fisher, 1925;
following
Neyman, 1923), is to consider estimationof the average
effect of the treatmentfor the units in the sample.Manyof
the estimatorsproposedcan be interpretedas estimating
eitherthe averagetreatmenteffect for the sampleat hand,or
the averagetreatmenteffectfor thepopulation.Althoughthe
choice of estimandmay not affectthe formof the estimator,
it has implicationsfor the efficiency bounds and for the
form of estimatorsof the asymptoticvariance;the variance
of estimatorsfor the sample average treatmenteffect are
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AVERAGE TREATMENTEFFECTS
generally smaller. In section II, I will also discuss alternative estimands. Almost the entire literature has focused on
average effects. However, in many cases such measures
may mask important distributional changes. These can be
captured more easily by focusing on quantiles of the distributions of potential outcomes, in the presence and absence
of the treatment (Lehman, 1974; Docksum, 1974; Firpo,
2003).
In section III, I will discuss in more detail some of the
recently proposed semiparametricestimators for the average
treatment effect, including those based on regression,
matching, and the propensity score. I will focus particularly
on implementation, and compare the different decisions
faced regarding smoothing parameters using the various
estimators.
In section IV, I will discuss estimation of the variances of
these average treatment effect estimators. For most of the
estimators introduced in the recent literature, corresponding
estimators for the variance have also been proposed, typically requiring additional nonparametricregression. In practice, however, researchers often rely on bootstrapping, although this method has not been formally justified. In
addition, if one is interested in the average treatment effect
for the sample, bootstrapping is clearly inappropriate.Here
I discuss in more detail a simple estimator for the variance
for matching estimators, developed by Abadie and Imbens
(2002), that does not require additional nonparametricestimation.
Section V discusses different approaches to assessing the
plausibility of the two key assumptions: exogeneity or
unconfoundedness, and overlap in the covariate distributions. The first of these assumptions is in principle untestable. Nevertheless a number of approaches have been proposed that are useful for addressing its credibility (Heckman
and Hotz, 1989; Rosenbaum, 1984b). One may also wish to
assess the responsiveness of the results to this assumption
using a sensitivity analysis (Rosenbaum & Rubin, 1983b;
Imbens, 2003), or, in its extreme form, a bounds analysis
(Manski, 1990, 2003). The second assumption is that there
exists appropriate overlap in the covariate distributions of
the treated and control units. That is effectively an assumption on the joint distribution of observable variables. However, as it only involves inequality restrictions, there are no
direct tests of this null. Nevertheless, in practice it is often
very important to assess whether there is sufficient overlap
to draw credible inferences. Lacking overlap for the full
sample, one may wish to limit inferences to the average
effect for the subset of the covariate space where there exists
overlap between the treated and control observations.
In Section VI, I discuss a number of implementations of
average treatment effect estimators. The first set of implementations involve comparisons of the nonexperimental
estimators to results based on randomized experiments,
allowing direct tests of the unconfoundedness assumption.
The second set consists of simulation studies-using data
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created either to fulfill the unconfoundedness assumption or
to fail it a known way-designed to compare the applicability of the various treatment effect estimators in these
diverse settings.
This survey will not address alternatives for estimating
average treatment effects that do not rely on exogeneity
assumptions. This includes approaches where selected observed covariates are not adjusted for, such as instrumental
variables analyses (Bjorklund & Moffit, 1987; Heckman &
Robb, 1984; Imbens & Angrist, 1994; Angrist, Imbens, &
Rubin, 1996; Ichimura & Taber, 2000; Abadie, 2003a;
Cherozhukov & Hansen, 2001). I will also not discuss
methods exploiting the presence of additional data, such as
difference in differences in repeated cross sections (Abadie,
2003b; Blundell et al., 2002; Athey and Imbens, 2002) and
regression discontinuity where the overlap assumption is
violated (van der Klaauw, 2002; Hahn, Todd, & van der
Klaauw, 2000; Angrist & Lavy, 1999; Black, 1999; Lee,
2001; Porter,2003). I will also limit the discussion to binary
treatments, excluding models with static multivalued treatments as in Imbens (2000) and Lechner (2001) and models
with dynamic treatment regimes as in Ham and LaLonde
(1996), Gill and Robins (2001), and Abbring and van den
Berg (2003). Reviews of many of these methods can be
found in Shadish, Campbell, and Cook (2002), Angrist and
Krueger (2000), Heckman, LaLonde, and Smith (2000), and
Blundell and Costa-Dias (2002).
II.

Estimands, Identification, and Efficiency Bounds

A. Definitions
In this paper I will use the potential-outcome notation that
dates back to the analysis of randomized experiments by
Fisher (1935) and Neyman (1923). After being forcefully
advocated in a series of papers by Rubin (1974, 1977,
1978), this notation is now standardin the literatureon both
experimental and nonexperimental program evaluation.
We begin with N units, indexed by i = 1,...,
N,
viewed as drawn randomly from a large population. Each
unit is characterized by a pair of potential outcomes, Yi(O)
for the outcome under the control treatment and Yi(1) for
the outcome under the active treatment. In addition, each
unit has a vector of characteristics, referred to as covariates,
pretreatmentvariables, or exogenous variables, and denoted
by Xi.1 It is importantthat these variables are not affected by
the treatment. Often they take their values prior to the unit
being exposed to the treatment, although this is not sufficient for the conditions they need to satisfy. Importantly,
this vector of covariates can include lagged outcomes.

ICalling such variablesexogenous is somewhatat odds with several
formaldefinitionsof exogeneity(e.g., Engle, Hendry,& Richard,1974),
as knowledgeof theirdistributioncan be informativeaboutthe average
treatmenteffects. It does, however,agree with commonusage. See for
example,Manskiet al. (1992, p. 28). See also Frolich(2002) andHirano
et al. (2003) for additionaldiscussion.

THE REVIEWOF ECONOMICS
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Finally,each unit is exposed to a single treatment;Wi = 0
if unit i receives the controltreatment,and Wi = 1 if unit
i receives the active treatment.We thereforeobserve for
each unit the triple (Wi, Yi, Xi), where Yi is the realized
outcome:
Yi
Yi()

= Yi()

if W;= ,1

effect of such a programon individualswith stronglabor
marketattachment.
I will also look at sample-averageversionsof these two
populationmeasures.These estimandsfocus on the average
of the treatmenteffect in the specific sample,ratherthanin
the populationat large. They include the sample-average
treatmenteffect (SATE)
N

1
Distributionsof (W, Y, X) referto the distributioninduced
Ts= [Yi(1)- Yi()],
by the randomsamplingfrom the superpopulation.
i-=
Severaladditionalpieces of notationwill be useful in the
remainderof the paper.First,the propensityscore (Rosen- and the sample-averagetreatmenteffect for the treated
baum and Rubin, 1983a) is defined as the conditional (SATT)
probabilityof receivingthe treatment,
1
TT
[Yi(1) - Y(0)],
e(x)
Pr(W = IX = x) = E[WIX= x].
Ti:Wi=l

Also, define,for w E 0, 1 }, the two conditionalregression
where NT = 1Z=1 Wi is the number of treated units. The
and variancefunctions
SATE and the SATT have received little attentionin the
recent
econometricliterature,althoughthe SATEhas a long
=
=
x).
v(x) V(Y(w)lX
w(X) - E[Y(w)IX x],
traditionin the analysis of randomizedexperiments(for
Finally,let p(x) be the conditionalcorrelationcoefficientof example,Neyman, 1923). Withoutfurtherassumptions,the
Y(0) and Y(1) given X = x. As one never observes Yi(0) samplecontainsno informationaboutthe PATEbeyondthe
and Yi(l) for the same unit i, the dataonly containindirect SATE.To see this, considerthe case wherewe observethe
and very limited informationaboutthis correlationcoeffi- sample (Yi(0), Yi(1), Wi, Xi), i = 1, ..., N; that is, we
cient.2
observeboth potentialoutcomesfor each unit. In thatcase
B. Estimands:Average TreatmentEffects

In this discussionI will primarilyfocus on a numberof
averagetreatmenteffects (ATEs).This is less limitingthan
it may seem, however,as it includesaveragesof arbitrary
transformations
of the originaloutcomes.LaterI will return
brieflyto alternativeestimandsthatcannotbe writtenin this
form.
The firstestimand,andthe most commonlystudiedin the
econometricliterature,is the population-average
treatment
effect (PATE):

Ts = 2i [Yi(l) - Yi(O)]/N can be estimated without error.

Obviously,the best estimatorfor the population-average
effect

Tp

is Tr. However, we cannot estimate TP without

erroreven with a samplewhere all potentialoutcomesare
observed,becausewe lack the potentialoutcomesfor those
populationmembersnot includedin the sample.This simple
argumenthas two implications.First,one can estimatethe
SATEat least as accuratelyas the PATE,andtypicallymore
so. In fact, the differencebetweenthe two variancesis the
varianceof the treatmenteffect,whichis zero only whenthe
treatmenteffect is constant.Second, a good estimatorfor
oneATEis automaticallya good estimatorfor the other.One
can thereforeinterpretmany of the estimatorsfor PATEor
= E[Y(1) - Y(0)].
PATTas estimatorsfor SATEor SATT,with lower implied
Alternativelywe may be interested in the population- standarderrors,as discussedin more detail in section IIE.
A thirdpair of estimandscombinesfeaturesof the other
averagetreatmenteffect for the treated(PATT;for example,
two. These estimands,introducedby Abadie and Imbens
Rubin, 1977; Heckman& Robb, 1984):
(2002), focus on the ATEconditionalon the sampledistriT E=E[Y(1) - Y(0)IW= i].
bution of the covariates.Formally,the conditionalATE
(CATE)is definedas
Heckmanand Robb (1984) and Heckman,Ichimura,and
Todd(1997) arguethatthe subpopulationof treatedunitsis
N
1
often of more interestthan the overall populationin the
=
N
X],
T(X)
E[Y,(1)- Y,(0))
context of narrowlytargetedprograms.For example, if a
i=1
programis specifically directed at individualsdisadvantagedin the labormarket,thereis often little interestin the and the SATEfor the treated(CATT)is definedas
2 As Heckman,Smith,andClemens
(1997) pointout, however,one can
draw some limitedinferencesaboutthe correlationcoefficientfrom the

shape of the two marginal distributions of Y(O) and Y(1).

T(X)T =

E
i:Wi=

E[Yi(l)

- Yi(0)IXi].

EFFECTS
AVERAGETREATMENT
Using the same argumentas in the previousparagraph,it
can be shownthatone can estimateCATEand CATTmore
accuratelythan PATEand PATT,but generallyless accuratelythan SATEand SATT.
The difference in asymptoticvariances forces the researcherto take a stanceon whatthe quantityof interestis.
For example,in a specific applicationone can legitimately
reach the conclusionthat thereis no evidence, at the 95%
level, that the PATEis differentfrom zero, whereasthere
may be compellingevidence that the SATEand CATEare
positive. Typically researchersin econometricshave focused on the PATE,but one can arguethatit is of interest,
when one cannotascertainthe sign of the population-level
effect, to know whetherone can determinethe sign of the
effect for the sample.Especiallyin cases, which are all too
common,whereit is not clear whetherthe sampleis representativeof the populationof interest,resultsfor the sample
at handmay be of considerableinterest.
C. Identification

We make the following key assumptionaboutthe treatment assignment:
2.1 (UNCONFOUNDEDNESS):
ASSUMPTION
(Y(O), Y(1)) I wIx.
This assumptionwas first articulatedin this form by
RosenbaumandRubin(1983a),who referto it as "ignorable
treatmentassignment."Lechner(1999, 2002) refersto this
as the "conditionalindependenceassumption."Following
workby Barnow,Cain, and Goldberger(1980) in a regression setting it is also referredto as "selectionon observables."
To see the link with standardexogeneity assumptions,
supposethat the treatmenteffect is constant:T = Yi(1) Yi(O)for all i. Suppose also that the control outcome is
linearin Xi:
Yi(O) = a + Xp + Ei,

with ei I Xi. Then we can write
Yi = a + T Wi + X;3 + Ei.

Given the assumptionof constanttreatmenteffect, unconfoundednessis equivalentto independenceof Wi and ?E
conditionalon Xi, whichwouldalso capturethe idea thatWi
is exogenous. Withoutthis assumption,however, unconfoundednessdoes not imply a linearrelationwith (mean-)independenterrors.
Next, we make a second assumptionregardingthe joint
distributionof treatmentsand covariates:
2.2 (OVERLAP):
ASSUMPTION
0 < Pr(W = 1|X) < 1.
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Formanyof the formalresultsone will also need smoothness assumptionson the conditionalregressionfunctions
and the propensity score [R,w(x) and e(x)], and moment

conditions on Y(w). I will not discuss these regularity
conditionshere. Details can be found in the referencesfor
the specific estimatorsgiven below.
Therehas been some controversyaboutthe plausibilityof
Assumptions2.1 and 2.2 in economic settings, and thus
about the relevanceof the econometricliteraturethat focuses on estimationandinferenceundertheseconditionsfor
empirical work. In this debate it has been argued that
agents' optimizingbehaviorprecludestheir choices being
independentof the potential outcomes, whether or not
conditionalon covariates.This seems an unduly narrow
view. In responseI will offer threeargumentsfor considering these assumptions.
The first is a statistical,data-descriptivemotivation.A
naturalstartingpoint in the evaluationof any programis a
comparisonof average outcomes for treatedand control
units. A logical next step is to adjust any difference in
averageoutcomesfor differencesin exogenousbackground
characteristics
(exogenousin the sense of not being affected
by the treatment).Such an analysismay not lead to the final
wordon the efficacyof the treatment,butits absencewould
seem difficultto rationalizein a serious attemptto understandthe evidence regardingthe effect of the treatment.
A second argumentis that almost any evaluationof a
treatmentinvolves comparisonsof units who received the
treatmentwith units who did not. The questionis typically
not whethersuch a comparisonshouldbe made,but rather
which units should be compared,that is, which units best
representthe treatedunits had they not been treated.Economic theory can help in classifying variablesinto those
thatneed to be adjustedfor versusthose thatdo not, on the
basis of their role in the decision process (for example,
whetherthey enter the utility functionor the constraints).
Given that, the unconfoundednessassumptionmerely asserts that all variables that need to be adjustedfor are
observedby the researcher.This is an empiricalquestion,
and not one that should be controversialas a general
principle. It is clear that settings where some of these
covariatesare not observedwill requirestrongassumptions
to allow for identification.Such assumptionsincludeinstrumental variables settings where some covariates are assumedto be independentof the potentialoutcomes.Absent
those assumptions,typicallyonly boundscan be identified
(as in Manski, 1990, 2003).
A third,relatedargumentis thateven whenagentschoose
theirtreatmentoptimally,two agentswith the same values
for observed characteristicsmay differ in their treatment
choices withoutinvalidatingthe unconfoundedness
assumption if the differencein theirchoices is drivenby differences
in unobservedcharacteristicsthat are themselvesunrelated
to the outcomes of interest.The plausibilityof this will
depend critically on the exact natureof the optimization
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processfaced by the agents.In particularit may be impor- and thus ,(w(x) is identified.Thus one can estimate the
tantthatthe objectiveof the decisionmakeris distinctfrom averagetreatmenteffect T by first estimatingthe average
the outcomethatis of interestto the evaluator.Forexample, treatmenteffect for a subpopulationwith covariatesX = x:
supposewe areinterestedin estimatingthe averageeffect of
=
T(X)
a binary input (such as a new technology) on a firm's
E[Y(l) - Y(O)IX= x] = E[Y(1)IX = x]
output.3Assume productionis a stochasticfunctionof this
- E[Y(O)IX= x] = E[Y(1)IX = x, W = 1]
inputbecauseotherinputs(such as weather)are not under
the firm'scontrol:Yi = g(W, ei). Supposethatprofitsare
= x, W =
=
W=
output minus costs ('rri= Yi - ci * Wi), and also that a firm

E[Y(O)IX

0]

E[YIX,

1]

chooses a productionlevel to maximize expected profits,
- E[YIX,W= 0];
to
minus
conditional
on
the
cost
of
costs,
equal output
followedby averagingoverthe appropriate
distributionof x.
adoptingnew technology,
To make this feasible,one needs to be able to estimatethe
expectationsE[YIX= x, W = w] for all values of w and
Wi= arg max E[rr(w)lci]
x in the supportof these variables.This is wherethe second
wE{O, 1}
assumptionenters.If the overlapassumptionis violatedat
= arg max E[g(w, ?i) - ci wlci],
X = x, it would be infeasibleto estimateboth E[YIX= x,
wE{0,1}

W = 1] and E[YIX = x, W = 0], because at those values

implying
Wi = l{E[g(1,

e) - g(O, ?i) > cilci]} = h(ci).

If unobservedmarginalcosts ci differ between firms, and
these marginalcosts are independentof the errors?i in the
firms'forecastof productiongiven inputs,thenunconfoundedness will hold, as

2.3 (MEANINDEPENDENCE):
ASSUMPTION

E[Y(w)IW,X] = E[Y(w)IX],
for w = 0, 1.

(g(O, ?), g(l, Ei)) I ci.

Note thatunderthe same assumptionsone cannotnecessarily identify the effect of the input on profits,for (Tri(0),
Tr(1)) are not independent of ci. For a related discussion, in

the context of instrumentalvariables,see Athey and Ster
(1998). Heckman,LaLonde,and Smith (2000) discuss alternativemodels that justify unconfoundedness.In these
models individualsdo attemptto optimize the same outcome that is the variableof interestto the evaluator.They
show thatselection-on-observables
assumptionscan be justified by imposingrestrictionson the way individualsform
theirexpectationsaboutthe unknownpotentialoutcomes.In
general,therefore,a researchermay wish to consider,either
as a final analysis or as part of a larger investigation,
estimates based on the unconfoundedness assumption.
Given the two key assumptions, unconfoundedness and
overlap, one can identify the average treatment effects. The
key insight is that given unconfoundedness, the following
equalities hold:
p{(x) = E[Y(w)IX = x] = E[Y(w)IW = w, X = x]
= E[YW = w, X

of x therewouldbe eitheronly treatedor only controlunits.
Some researchersuse weaker versions of the unconfoundednessassumption(for example,Heckman,Ichimura,
andTodd,1998).If the interestis in the PATE,it is sufficient
to assumethat

x],

3 If we are interested in the
average effect for firms that did adopt the
new technology (PATT), the following assumptions can be weakened
slightly.

Althoughthis assumptionis unquestionablyweaker,in
practiceit is rare that a convincingcase is made for the
weaker assumption2.3 without the case being equally
strongfor the strongerversion 2.1. The reasonis that the
weaker assumptionis intrinsicallytied to functional-form
assumptions,and as a result one cannot identify average
effects on transformations
of the originaloutcome(such as
logarithms)withoutthe strongerassumption.
One can weakenthe unconfoundednessassumptionin a
differentdirectionif one is only interestedin the average
effect for the treated(see, for example,Heckman,Ichimura,
& Todd, 1997). In thatcase one need only assume
FORCONTROLS):
2.4 (UNCONFOUNDEDNESS
ASSUMPTION
Y(O) I WIX.

and the weakeroverlapassumption
2.5 (WEAKOVERLAP):
ASSUMPTION
Pr(W= 1X) < 1.

These two assumptionsare sufficientfor identificationof
PATTand SATT, because the moments of the distributionof
Y(1) for the treated are directly estimable.
An important result building on the unconfoundedness
assumption shows that one need not condition simulta-
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neously on all covariates.The following result shows that Bitler, Gelbach, and Hoynes (2002) estimate these in a
all biases due to observablecovariatescan be removedby randomizedevaluationof a social program.In instrumental
variablessettingsAbadie,Angrist,and Imbens(2002) and
conditioningsolely on the propensityscore:
Cherozhukov andHansen(2001) investigateestimationof
Lemma 2.1 (UnconfoundednessGiven the Propensity differencesin quantilesof the two marginalpotentialoutScore: Rosenbaumand Rubin, 1983a): Suppose that as- come distributions,either for the entire populationor for
subpopulations.
sumption2.1 holds. Then
Assumptions2.1 and 2.2 also allow for identificationof
(Y(0), Y(l)) I Wle(X).
the full marginaldistributionsof Y(0) and Y(1). To see this,
firstnote thatwe can identifynotjust the averagetreatment
Proof: We will show thatPr(W= I|Y(0), Y(1), e(X))=
effect T(x), but also the averages of the two potential
Pr(W = 1Ie(X)) = e(X), implying independence of (Y(0), outcomes,Io0(x) and JLO(x).
Second,by these assumptions
we can similarlyidentifythe averagesof anyfunctionof the
Y(1)) and W conditionalon e(X). First,note that
basicoutcomes,E[g(Y(0))] andE[g(Y(1))]. Hencewe can
Pr(W = 1IY(O),Y(1), e(X)) = E[W= IIY(O),Y(1), e(X)]
identifythe averagevalues of the indicators1{ Y(0) < y
and 1{ Y(1) - y , and thus the distributionfunctionof the
= E[E[WY(O),
Y(1),e(X),X]IY(O),
Y(1),e(X)]
potential outcomes at y. Given identificationof the two
= E[E[WjY(0),Y(1), X]|Y(0), Y(1), e(X)]
distributionfunctions,it is clear that one can also identify
= E[E[wlX]Y(O),Y(1),e(X)]
quantilesof the two potentialoutcomedistributions.Firpo
(2002) develops an estimatorfor such quantilesunderun= E[e(X)IY(O),Y(1), e(X)]= e(X),
confoundedness.
wherethe last equalityfollows fromunconfoundedness.
The
E. EfficiencyBounds and AsymptoticVariancesfor
same argumentshows that
Pr(W= lie(X)) = E[W= lie(X)] = E[E[W= llX]le(X)]
= E[e(X)le(X)] = e(X).

Extensionsof this resultto the multivaluedtreatmentcase
are given in Imbens(2000) andLechner(2001). To provide
intuitionfor Rosenbaumand Rubin'sresult,recallthe textbook formulafor omittedvariablebias in the linearregression model. Supposewe have a regressionmodel with two
regressors:
Yi = Po + P1

Wi + P;xi

+

i.

Population-AverageTreatmentEffects

Next I review some results on the efficiency bound for
estimatorsof the ATEs TP, and Tr. This requiresboth the
assumptionsof unconfoundednessand overlap (Assumptions 2.1 and2.2) and some smoothnessassumptionson the
conditionalexpectationsof potentialoutcomesandthe treatmentindicator(fordetails,see Hahn,1998).Formally,Hahn
(1998) shows thatfor any regularestimatorfor TP, denoted
by i, with
d

(T-

) x(0, v),

Thebias of omittingX fromthe regressionon the coefficient it must be that
on Wis equalto {~8, where8 is the vectorof coefficientson
W in regressionsof the elementsof X on W. By condition"aI(X)
o-g(X)
+
v n: e(X)
+ ((X)
P)
ing on the propensity score we remove the correlation
1 - e(X) +
I
betweenX and W, becauseX Wle(X). Hence omittingX
no longer leads to any bias (althoughit may still lead to
Knowledge of the propensityscore does not affect this
some efficiency loss).
efficiencybound.
Hahn also shows that asymptoticallylinear estimators
D. Distributional and Quantile TreatmentEffects
exist with suchvariance,andhence suchefficientestimators
Most of the literaturehas focused on estimatingATEs. can be approximatedas
There are, however, many cases where one may wish to
N
estimateotherfeaturesof thejoint distributionof outcomes.
1
'
=
+
T
+Lehman (1974) and Doksum (1974) introduce quantile
1/2),
E (Yi, Wi,Xi, P) o(N
i=1
treatmenteffects as the differencein quantilesbetweenthe
two marginaltreatedand control outcome distributions.4
where q(.) is the efficientscore:
4 In contrast, Heckman, Smith, and Clemens (1997) focus on estimation
of bounds on the joint distribution of (Y(0), Y(1)). One cannot without
strong untestable assumptions identify the full joint distribution, since one

can never observeboth potentialoutcomessimultaneously,but one can
nevertheless derive bounds on functions of the two distributions.
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wy
(y, w, x, 7)=)- (
TW1,
e(x)
- p {>-(X)

-T
-,
e(x+1e(x)

(1 -

-

E[4(Y, W, X, TPIY(O),
Y(1), X)] = Y(1) - Y(O)-

w)y

(1) and thus

1 - e(x)]
wo(X)]

I - e(x) [w

e(

E[tl(Yi(0),Y(1l),Xi)N1]= E[4] + TP
N

1

Hahn (1998) also reportsthe efficiency bound for TP,
both with and withoutknowledgeof the propensityscore.
For TPthe efficiencyboundgiven knowledgeof e(X) is
IE

e()

P,

Var()e(X)2 Var(Y(0)X)
Var(( e(X)
+
[e(X)]2
[e(X)]2(1- e(X))

= (Yi(l1)-Yi(0)).
N
i=1

Hence
E[t -Tsl(Yi(O), Yi(l), Xi),=1]

1 N

e(X)2
+ (T(X) - TPt)2
[e(X)]2
T
E[e(X)]2_

N
-=N

(Yi(1)-

Yi(O))-

TS

= O.

i= 1

If the propensityscore is not known,unlike the boundfor Next, considerthe normalizedvariance:
TP, the efficiency bound for T' is affected. For T' the bound

withoutknowledgeof the propensityscore is
e(X)2 Var(Y(0)IX)

e(X) Var(Y(l)IX)
E[e(X)]2

E[e(X)]2(1 - e(X))
e(X)

+ (7(X)

-

-

Note that the varianceof T as an estimatorof TPcan be
expressed,using the fact that i(.) is the efficientscore, as
N E[(

P)2

TP)2]

= N. E[(4l)2] =

Because

- e(X)(l - e(X))

_ 7P)2.
T

-

N IE[(4(Y,W, X, TP)+ (TP- TS)- (TP- rS))2].

which is higherby
E ((X)-

VP = N IE[(T - Ts)2] = N E[(J + P - T5)2].

Er[e(X)]2

The intuitionthatknowledgeof the propensityscoreaffects
the efficiency bound for the averageeffect for the treated
(PATT),but not for the overallaverageeffect (PATE),goes
as follows. Both are weighted averages of the treatment
effect conditionalon the covariates,T(x). Forthe PATEthe
weight is proportionalto the density of the covariates,
whereas for the PATTthe weight is proportionalto the
productof the densityof the covariatesand the propensity
score (see, for example,Hirano,Imbens,andRidder,2003).
Knowledgeof the propensityscore implies one does not
need to estimate the weight function and thus improves
precision.
E EfficiencyBounds and AsymptoticVariancesfor
Conditionaland Sample Average TreatmentEffects

E[(4i(Y,W,X, TP)+ (P - Ts))- P _ T)] = 0
[as follows by usingiteratedexpectations,firstconditioning
on X, Y(0), and Y(1)], it follows that
N

E[(t -

TP)2]

= N. E[(i - TS)2] + N. E[(Ts - XP)2]

= N- E[(f - TS)2] + N. E[(Y(1) - Y(0) -

P)2].

Thus, the same statisticthat as an estimatorof the population averagetreatmenteffect TPhas a normalizedvariance
equal to VP,as an estimatorof T5 has the property
d

CN(T

- 7S)

X(0,

V),

with
Vs = VP- E[(Y(1) - Y(o) - TP)2].

As an estimatorof T5 the varianceof i is lower than its
Considerthe leading term of the efficient estimatorfor varianceas an estimatorof T', with the differenceequalto
the PATE, X = TP + 4i, where $j = (1/N) 2(Yi,
,
Wi, Xi, the varianceof the treatmenteffect.
The same line of reasoningcan be used to show that
for
the
as
an
estimator
us
this
let
view
and
SATE,
7P),
insteadof as an estimatorfor the PATE.I will show that,
d
> X(0, V(X),
first,this estimatoris unbiased,conditionalon the covariates
T(X))
N(Tand the potentialoutcomes,and second, it has lower variance as an estimatorof the SATEthanas an estimatorof the with
PATE.To see that the estimatoris unbiasednote that with
the efficient score s(y, w, x, r) given in equation (1),

VT(X)= VP - E[T(X)

-

P)2],

AVERAGETREATMENT
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and
Vs = VT(x)- E[(Y(1) - Y(0) - T(X))2].

An example to illustratethese points may be helpful.
Suppose that X E {0, 1}, with Pr(X = 1) = Px and
Pr(W = I|X) = 1/2. Suppose that T(x) = 2x - 1, and

(r2(x) is very smallfor all x andw. In thatcase the average

treatment effect is px * 1 + (1 - px)

(-1)

= 2px - 1.

The efficient estimatorin this case, assumingonly unconfoundedness,requiresseparatelyestimatingT(x) for x = 0
and 1, andaveragingthese two by the empiricaldistribution
of X. The variance of V/N(T - T5) will be small because
o(r2(X)is small, and accordingto the expressionsabove, the
variance of \/N(T - TP) will be larger by 4px(l - Px). If

Px differs from 1/2, and so PATE differs from 0, the
confidenceintervalfor PATEin small sampleswill tend to
include zero. In contrast,with a2(x) small enough and N
odd [andbothNo andN1 at least equalto 2, so thatone can
estimateCr2(x)], the standardconfidenceintervalfor TSwill
exclude0 with probability1. The intuitionis thatTPis much
moreuncertainbecauseit dependson the distributionof the
covariates,whereasthe uncertaintyaboutTr5dependsonly
on the conditionaloutcome variancesand the propensity
score.
The differencein asymptoticvariancesraisesthe issue of
how to estimatethe varianceof the sample averagetreatment effect. Specific estimatorsfor the variance will be
discussed in section IV, but here I will introducesome
general issues surroundingtheir estimation.Because the
two potentialoutcomesfor the sameunitareneverobserved
simultaneously,one cannotdirectlyinferthe varianceof the
treatmenteffect. This is the same issue as the nonidentification of the correlationcoefficient. One can, however,
estimate a lower bound on the varianceof the treatment
effect, leading to an upper bound on the varianceof the
estimatorof the SATE,which is equal to VT(X).Decomposing the varianceas
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and use this upper-boundvariance estimate to construct
confidenceintervalsthatare guaranteedto be conservative.
Note the connectionwith Neyman's (1923) discussion of
conservativeconfidenceintervalsfor averagetreatmenteffects in experimentalsettings. It should be noted that the
differencebetweenthese variancesis of the same orderas
the varianceitself, and thereforenot a small-sampleproblem. Onlywhenthe treatmenteffect is knownto be constant
can it be ignored.Dependingon the correlationbetweenthe
outcomesand the covariates,this may changethe standard
errorsconsiderably.It shouldalso be noted thatbootstrapping methodsin generallead to estimationof E[( - TrP)2],
ratherthan E[(t - 7(X))2], which are generallytoo big.
III. EstimatingAverageTreatmentEffects

There have been a number of statistics proposed for
estimating the PATE and PATT,all of which are also
appropriateestimatorsof the sample versions (SATE and
SATT) and the conditionalaverage versions (CATE and
CATT).(The implicationsof focusing on SATEor CATE
ratherthanPATEonly arise when estimatingthe variance,
and so I will returnto this distinctionin section IV. In the
currentsection all discussion applies equally to all estimands.)Here I review some of these estimators,organized
into five groups.
The firstset, referredto as regressionestimators,consists
of methods that rely on consistentestimationof the two
conditionalregressionfunctions,p0o(x)and Rl(x). These
estimatorsdiffer in the way that they estimate these elements,but all rely on estimatorsthatareconsistentfor these
regressionfunctions.
The second set, matchingestimators,compareoutcomes
acrosspairsof matchedtreatedandcontrolunits,with each
unit matchedto a fixed numberof observationswith the
oppositetreatment.The bias of these within-pairestimates
of the averagetreatmenteffect disappearsas the samplesize
increases, although their variance does not go to zero,
becausethe numberof matchesremainsfixed.
The thirdset of estimatorsis characterizedby a central
E[(Y(1) - Y(0) - rP)2] = V(E[Y(1) - Y(0) - TPIX]) role for the
propensityscore. Four leading approachesin
+ E[V(Y(1) - Y(0) - TIX)],
this set are weightingby the reciprocalof the propensity
score, blocking on the propensityscore, regressionon the
= V(T(X)
propensityscore, and matchingon the propensityscore.
T) +
(X) +
(X)
The fourthcategoryconsists of estimatorsthatrely on a
- 2p(X)aor(X)a1(X)],
combinationof these methods,typicallycombiningregression with one of its alternatives.The motivationfor these
we can consistentlyestimatethe firstterm,butgenerallysay combinationsis that
althoughin principleany one of these
little aboutthe secondotherthanthatit is nonnegative.One methods can remove
all of the bias associated with the
can therefore bound the variance of X - T5 from above by
covariates,combiningtwo may lead to more robustinference. For example,matchingleads to consistentestimators
E[4(Y, W, X, TP)2] - E[(Y(1) - Y(O)) - TP)2]
for average treatmenteffects under weak conditions, so
matchingandregressioncan combinesome of the desirable
E[i(Y, W, X, TP)2] - E[(T(X) - P)2]
variancepropertiesof regressionwith the consistency of
2
2(X)
(x)
matching.Similarly,a combinationof weightingandregres= .E
+
=
V((X)
1
e(X)
e(X)
sion, using parametricmodels for boththe propensityscore
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andthe regressionfunctions,can lead to an estimatorthatis
consistent even if only one of the models is correctly
specified("doublyrobust"in the terminologyof Robins&
Ritov, 1997).
Finally, in the fifth group I will discuss Bayesian approachesto inferencefor averagetreatmenteffects.
Only some of the estimatorsdiscussedbelow achievethe
semiparametricefficiency bound, yet this does not mean
thatthese shouldnecessarilybe preferredin practice-that
is, in finite samples.More generally,the debateconcerning
the practicaladvantagesof the variousestimators,and the
settings in which some are more attractivethan others,is
still ongoing,with as of yet no firmconclusions.Although
all estimators,either implicitly or explicitly, estimate the
two unknownregressionfunctionsor the propensityscore,
they do so in verydifferentways. Differencesin smoothness
of the regressionfunctionor the propensityscore,or relative
discretenessof the covariatesin specific applications,may
affect the relativeattractivenessof the estimators.
In addition, even the appropriatenessof the standard
asymptoticdistributionsas a guide towardsfinite-sample
performanceis still debated(see, for example, Robins &
Ritov, 1997, andAngrist& Hahn,2004). A key featurethat
casts doubton the relevanceof the asymptoticdistributions
is that the V/N consistency is obtained by averaging a
estimatorof a regressionfunctionthatitself
nonparametric
has a slow nonparametric
convergencerateover the empirical distributionof its argument.The dimension of this
argumentaffects the rate of convergencefor the unknown
function[the regressionfunctions Xw((x)or the propensity
score e(x)], but not the rateof convergencefor the estimatorof the parameterof interest,the averagetreatmenteffect.
In practice,however, the resultingapproximationsof the
ATE can be poor if the argumentis of high dimension,in
which case informationabout the propensityscore is of
particularrelevance. Although Hahn (1998) showed, as
discussedabove, that for the standardasymptoticdistributions knowledgeof the propensityscore is irrelevant(and
conditioningonly on the propensityscore is in fact less
efficientthan conditioningon all covariates),conditioning
on the propensityscoreinvolves only one-dimensionalnonparametricregression,suggesting that the asymptoticapproximationsmay be moreaccurate.In practice,knowledge
of the propensityscore may thereforebe very informative.
Another issue that is importantin judging the various
estimatorsis how well they performwhen there is only
limited overlap in the covariate distributionsof the two
treatmentgroups. If there are regions in the covariate
space with little overlap (propensityscore close to 0 or
1), ATE estimatorsshould have relatively high variance.
However,this is not always the case for estimatorsbased
on tightly parametrizedmodels for the regression functions, where outliers in covariate values can lead to
spuriousprecision for regression parameters.Regions of
small overlap can also be difficult to detect directly in

high-dimensional covariate spaces, as they can be
masked for any single variable.
A. Regression

The first class of estimatorsrelies on consistentestimation of ILw(x)for w = 0, 1. Given (w(x) for these
regressionfunctions,the PATE,SATE,and CATEare estimated by averagingtheir differencesover the empirical
distributionof the covariates:
N

1
Treg =

(2)

N E [li)-(i)]
i=1

In most implementationsthe average of the predicted
treated outcome for the treated is equal to the average
observedoutcomefor the treated[so that 2i Wi * I(Xi) =
5i Wi Yi], and similarly for the controls, implying that Treg

can also be writtenas
1 N

EN W, [Yii=1

i0(Xi)] +

(1

-Wi)

[Wl (X)

i].

For the PATTand SATTtypicallyonly the controlregression functionis estimated;we only need predictthe outcome underthe controltreatmentfor the treatedunits.The
estimatorthen averagesthe differencebetween the actual
outcomesfor the treatedandtheirestimatedoutcomesunder
the control:
1
Treg,T

N

N

E

Wi [Yi
--lo(Xi)].

(3)

i=l

Early estimatorsfor [,w(x) includedparametricregression functions-for example,linearregression(as in Rubin,
1977). Such parametricalternativesinclude least squares
estimatorswith the regressionfunctionspecifiedas
w(X) = P'x + T-W,

in which case the averagetreatmenteffect is equal to T. In
this case one can estimate T directly by least squares
estimationusing the regressionfunction
Yi =

x + P'Xi + T- Wi + ei.

More generally,one can specify separateregressionfunctions for the two regimes:
W(x)= I3;x.

In that case one can estimatethe two regressionfunctions
separatelyon the two subsamplesand then substitutethe
predictedvalues in equation(2). These simple regression
estimators may be very sensitive to differences in the
covariatedistributionsfor treatedand control units. The
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reason is that in that case the regressionestimatorsrely
To see this,notethatthe regression
heavilyon extrapolation.
functionfor the controls, Jox(x),is used to predictmissing
outcomesfor the treated.Hence on averageone wishes to
predict the control outcome at XT, the average covariate
value for the treated.With a linearregressionfunction,the
average prediction can be written as Yc + P' (XT - Xc).

With XT very close to the averagecovariatevalue for the
controls, Xc, the precise specificationof the regression
functionwill not mattervery much for the averageprediction. However, with the two averages very different,the
predictionbasedon a linearregressionfunctioncan be very
sensitiveto changesin the specification.
estimatorshave been proMore recently,nonparametric
recommends
Hahn
(1998)
estimatingfirst the three
posed.
conditional expectations gl(x) = E[WYIX], go(x) =

of the dimensionof the covariatesagain for otherestimators.
Forthe averagetreatmenteffect for the treated(PATT),it
is importantto note that with the propensityscore known,
the estimatorgiven in equation(3) is generallynot efficient,
irrespectiveof the estimatorfor I0o(x). Intuitively,this is
because with the propensityscore known, the average E
WiYi/NT is not efficient for the population expectation
E[Y(1)IW= 1]. An efficientestimator(as in Hahn, 1998)
can be obtainedby weighting all the estimatedtreatment
effects, 1(Xi)- Lo(Xi),by the probabilityof receivingthe
treatment:
N

N

I
e(Xi). [,l(Xi)

Treg,T -=
i=1

-

e(Xi).

o(Xi)]/

(4)

i=1

E[(1 - W)YIX], and e(x) = E[WIX] nonparametrically In otherwords,insteadof estimatingE[Y(1)IW = 1] as L
using series methods.He then estimates uw(x) as
WiYi/NTusing only the treatedobservations,it is estimated
using all units, as 2 |l(Xi) * e(Xi)/l e(Xi). Knowledgeof
go(x)
g(x)
because it alII

I(X) =o(X)
O

= 1 -(x)

and shows that the estimatorsfor both PATEand PATT
achieve the semiparametric
efficiency boundsdiscussedin
when the propensityscore is
even
section IIE (the latter
unknown).
Using this series approach,however,it is unnecessaryto
estimate all three of these conditional expectations
(E[YWIX], E[Y(1 - W)|X], and E[WIX]) to estimate
pw,(x). Instead one can use series methods to directly
estimate the two regressionfunctions ,w(x), eliminating
the need to estimatethe propensityscore (Imbens,Newey,
and Ridder,2003).
Heckman,Ichimura,and Todd (1997, 1998) and Heckman, Ichimura,Smith, and Todd (1998) consider kernel
methods for estimating ,w(x),

in particular focusing on

local linearapproaches.The simplekernelestimatorhas the
form
?,=

-

Xi

I,-x\jXix
K
)
[W(X)=E yi.
i:Wi=w

-

h

x\

i:Wi=w

with a kernel K(.) and bandwidth h. In the local linear

is estimated
kernelregressionthe regressionfunction Lw((x)
as the interceptPo in the minimizationproblem
min
Po,PI1

E
i:Wi=w

[Yi-Po-P(Xi-x)]2

'
K(Xi- x

the propensityscore improvesthe accuracy
lows one to exploit the control observationsto adjustfor
imbalancesin the samplingof the covariates.
For all of the estimatorsin this sectionan importantissue
is the choice of the smoothingparameter.In Hahn'scase,
afterchoosingthe form of the series and the sequence,the
smoothingparameteris the numberof termsin the series.In
Heckman,Ichimura,andTodd'scase it is the bandwidthof
the kernelchosen.The evaluationliteraturehas been largely
silent concerningthe optimalchoice of the smoothingparameters,althoughthe larger literatureon nonparametric
estimationof regressionfunctionsdoes providesome guidance, offeringdata-drivenmethodssuch as cross-validation
criteria.The optimalitypropertiesof thesecriteria,however,
are for estimationof the entirefunction,in this case piw(x).
Typically the focus is on mean-integrated-squared-error
criteriaof the form f [^wi(x) - wJ(x)]2fx(x) dx, with
possibly an additionalweight function.In the currentproblem, however,one is interestedspecificallyin the average
treatmenteffect, and so such criteriaare not necessarily
optimal.In particular,global smoothingparametersmay be
because they can be drivenby the shape of
inappropriate,
the regression function and distributionof covariatesin
regions that are not importantfor the average treatment
effect of interest.LaLonde's(1986) dataset is a well-known
example of this where much of probabilitymass of the
controlgroupis in a regionwith moderate
nonexperimental
to high earningswherefew of the treatedgrouparelocated.
There is little evidence whetherresults for averagetreatment effects are more or less sensitive to the choice of
smoothing parameterthan results for estimation of the
regressionfunctionsthemselves.

In orderto controlthe bias of their estimators,Heckman,
Ichimura,and Todd (1998) requirethat the order of the
kernelbe at least as largeas the dimensionof the covariates.
Thatis, they requirethe use of a kernelfunctionK(z) such B.
Matching
that fz zrK(z) dz = 0 for r - dim (X), so that the kernel
As seen above, regressionestimatorsimputethe missing
must be negative on part of the range, and the implicit
this
role
averaginginvolves negativeweights.We shall see
potentialoutcomesusing the estimatedregressionfunction.
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Abadie et al., 2003).5 Formally,given a sample, {(Yi, Xi,
and imputed with a consistent estimator o0(Xi)for the Wi)}=1, let em(i) be the index 1 that satisfies WI: Wi and
conditionalexpectation.Matchingestimatorsalso impute
the missing potentialoutcomes,but do so using only the
I-Xl- Xill}}=m,
l{I|Xi - Xi|
Wi
outcomes of nearest neighborsof the opposite treatment jlWji
group.In thatrespectmatchingis similarto nonparametric where 1{ } is the indicatorfunction,
equal to 1 if the
kernel regressionmethods,with the numberof neighbors
in bracketsis true and 0 otherwise. In other
expression
playingthe role of the bandwidthin the kernelregression.A words, fm(i) is the index of the unit in the
oppositetreatformaldifferenceis that the asymptoticdistributionis de- ment
that is the mh closest to unit i in termsof the
group
rived conditionalon the implicit bandwidth,that is, the distance measure based the
on
norm | * 11.In particular,f I(i)
numberof neighbors,which is often fixed at one. Using is the nearest match for unit i. Let
JM(i) denote the set of
such asymptotics,the implicitestimate iw(x) is (close to) indices for the first M matches for unit i:
oM(i) =
unbiased,but not consistent for pLw(x).In contrast,the { (i) ..., em,(i) }. Define the
imputed potential outcomes
regressionestimatorsdiscussedin the previoussectionrely as
on the consistencyof pw(x).
Matchingestimatorshave the attractivefeaturethatgiven
if W,= 0,
Yi
the matchingmetric,the researcheronly has to choose the
Yi(O)
Yj if Wi= 1,
numberof matches.In contrast,for the regressionestimaM E
jEIM(i)
torsdiscussedabove,the researchermustchoose smoothing
parametersthat are more difficult to interpret:either the and
numberof terms in a series or the bandwidthin kernel
regression.Withinthe class of matchingestimators,using
1
only a singlematchleadsto the mostcredibleinferencewith
if W = 0,
=
|M jE~M(i)Yj
Yi(l)
the least bias, at most sacrificingsome precision.This can
make the matchingestimatoreasier to use than those estiif Wi= 1.
Yi
mators that requiremore complex choices of smoothing
The simple matchingestimatordiscussed by Abadie and
parameters,and may explainsome of its popularity.
in
have
been
studied
estimators
Matching
widely
practice Imbensis then
and theory(for example,Gu & Rosenbaum,1993; RosenN
baum, 1989, 1995, 2002; Rubin, 1973b, 1979; Heckman,
1
TM _N
(5)
Ichimura,& Todd,1998;Dehejia& Wahba,1999;Abadie&
_
_[i-(1)
(0)].
i =I
in
been
setMost
often
have
Imbens,2002).
they
applied
(i) the interest
tings with the following two characteristics:
show that the bias of this estimator is O(N- l/k), where
is in the averagetreatmenteffect for the treated,and (ii) They
k is the dimensionof the covariates.Hence, if one studies
thereis a large reservoirof potentialcontrols.This allows
the asymptoticdistributionof the estimatorby normalizing
the researcherto match each treatedunit to one or more
can be justifiedby the fact thatthe varianceof
distinctcontrols(referredto as matchingwithoutreplace- by V/N [as
the estimatoris O(1N)], the bias does not disappearif the
ment).Given the matchedpairs,the treatmenteffect within dimensionof the covariatesis
equalto 2, andwill dominate
a pairis then estimatedas the differencein outcomes,with
the large samplevarianceif k is at least 3.
an estimatorfor the PATTobtainedby averagingthese
Let me makeclearthreecaveatsto Abadieand Imbens's
within-pairdifferences.Sincethe estimatoris essentiallythe result.First,it is only the continuouscovariatesthatshould
differencebetweentwo samplemeans,the varianceis cal- be countedin this
dimension,k. Withdiscretecovariatesthe
culatedusing standardmethodsfor differencesin meansor
matchingwill be exact in large samples; thereforesuch
methodsfor pairedrandomizedexperiments.The remaining covariatesdo not contributeto the orderof the bias. Second,
bias is typicallyignoredin these studies.The literaturehas if one matches
only the treated,andthe numberof potential
studied fast algorithmsfor matching the units, as fully controlsis much
largerthanthe numberof treatedunits,one
efficient matching methods are computationallycumber- can
justify ignoringthe bias by appealingto an asymptotic
some (see, for example,Gu and Rosenbaum,1993; Rosensequencewherethe numberof potentialcontrolsincreases
baum,1995). Note thatin such matchingschemesthe order fasterthan the numberof treatedunits. Specifically,if the
in which the units are matchedmay be important.
numberof controls, No, and the numberof treated,N1,
Abadie and Imbens(2002) studyboth bias and variance satisfy N1/N/k - 0, then the bias disappears in large
in a more general setting where both treatedand control samples after normalizationby NN. Third,even though
units are (potentially)matchedand matchingis done with
replacement(as in Dehejia & Wahba,1999). The Abadie- 5 See Becker and Ichino (2002) and Sianesi (2001) for alternative Stata
Imbensestimatoris implementedin Matlaband Stata(see implementations of estimators for average treatment effects.
Thus, if Wi = 1, then Yi(1) is observed and Yi(O)is missing
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the order of the bias may be high, the actual bias may still
be small if the coefficients in the leading term are small.
This is possible if the biases for different units are at least
partially offsetting. For example, the leading term in the
bias relies on the regression function being nonlinear, and
the density of the covariates having a nonzero slope. If one
of these two conditions is at least close to being satisfied, the
resulting bias may be fairly limited. To remove the bias,
Abadie and Imbens suggest combining the matching process with a regression adjustment, as I will discuss in
section IIID.
Another point made by Abadie and Imbens is that matching estimators are generally not efficient. Even in the case
where the bias is of low enough order to be dominated by
the variance, the estimators are not efficient given a fixed
number of matches. To reach efficiency one would need to
increase the number of matches with the sample size. If
M -> oo, with M/N -> O, then the matching estimator is
essentially like a regression estimator, with the imputed
missing potential outcomes consistent for their conditional
expectations. However, the efficiency gain of such estimators is of course somewhat artificial. If in a given data set
one uses M matches, one can calculate the variance as if this
number of matches increased at the appropriaterate with the
sample size, in which case the estimator would be efficient,
or one could calculate the variance conditional on the
number of matches, in which case the same estimator would
be inefficient. Little is yet known about the optimal number
of matches, or about data-dependent ways of choosing this
number.
In the above discussion the distance metric in choosing
the optimal matches was the standard Euclidean metric:
dE(X, z) = (x - z)'(x

- z).

All of the distance metrics used in practice standardize the
covariates in some manner. Abadie and Imbens use the
diagonal matrix of the inverse of the covariate variances:
- z)'
dAI(x, z) = (x
diag (;Ex) (x - z),
where 2x is the covariance matrix of the covariates. The
most common choice is the Mahalanobis metric (see, for
example, Rosenbaum and Rubin, 1985), which uses the
inverse of the covariance matrix of the pretreatment variables:
dM(x, z) = (x - z)'x-(x

- z).

This metrichas the attractivepropertythat it reducesdifferences in covariateswithin matchedpairs in all directions.6See for more formaldiscussionsRubinandThomas
(1992).
6 However,

using the Mahalanobis metric can also have less attractive
implications. Consider the case where one matches on two highly correlated covariates, XI and X2 with equal variances. For specificity, suppose
that the correlation coefficient is 0.9 and both variances are 1. Suppose
that we wish to match a treated unit i with Xi, = Xi2 = 0. The two
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Zhao (2004), in an interesting discussion of the choice of
metrics, suggests some alternatives that depend on the
correlation between covariates, treatment assignment, and
outcomes. He starts by assuming that the propensity score
has a logistic form
e(x)

1

exp(x'y)
+ exp(x'y)'

and that the regression functions are linear:
wL(x)

= Ot + x'P.

He then considers two alternative metrics. The first weights
absolute differences in the covariates by the coefficient in
the propensity score:
K

Xk - Zkl IYkl,

dz (x, z) =
k=l

and the second weights them by the coefficients in the
regression function:
K

dz2(X, z) = E IXk- Zk IPkl ,
k=l

where Xk and Zk are the kth elements of the K-dimensional
vectors x and z respectively.
In light of this discussion, it is interesting to consider
optimality of the metric. Suppose, following Zhao (2004),
that the regression functions are linear with coefficients P,w.
Now consider a treated unit with covariate vector x who will
be matched to a control unit with covariate vector z. The
bias resulting from such a match is (z - x)'13o. If one is
interested in minimizing for each match the squared bias,
one should choose the first match by minimizing over the
control observations (z - x)'PoPo(z - x). Yet typically
one does not know the value of the regression coefficients,
in which case one may wish to minimize the expected
squared bias. Using a normal distribution for the regression
errors, and a flat prior on 3o,the posterior distribution for Po
is normal with mean Po and variance -'l2/N.
Hence the
bias
from
a
match
is
expected squared
potential matches are unit j with Xjl = Xj2 = 5 and unit k with Xkl = 4
andXk2 = 0. The differencein covariatesfor the firstmatchis the vector

(5, 5)', and the differencein covariatesfor the second matchis (4, 0)'.
Intuitivelyit may seem thatthe secondmatchis better:it is strictlycloser
to the treatedunit than the first match for both covariates.Using the
Abadie-Imbensmetricdiag (Ex1), this is in fact true.Underthat metric
the distance between the second match and the treated unit is 16,
considerablysmallerthan50, the distancebetweenthe firstmatchandthe
treatedunit.Using the Mahalanobismetric,however,the distancefor the
firstmatchis 26, andthe distancefor the secondmatchis muchhigherat
84. Becauseof the correlationbetweenthe covariatesin the sample,the
differencebetweenthe matchesis interpretedvery differentlyunderthe
two metrics.To choose betweenthe standardandthe Mahalanobismetric
one needs to considerwhatthe appropriatematchwould be in this case.
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E[(z - x)'P

(z - x)] = (z - x)'(+oo

+ o2xlI/N)

two conditional expectations Jw(x), they requireinstead the

equally high-dimensionalnonparametricregressionof the
X (z-x).
treatmentindicatoron the covariates.In practicethe relative
merits of these estimatorswill depend on whether the
In this argumentthe optimalmetricis a combinationof the
propensityscore is moreor less smooththanthe regression
sample covariancematrix plus the outer productof the functions,and on whetheradditionalinformationis availregressioncoefficients,with the formerscaled down by a able about either the
propensityscore or the regression
factor 1/N:
functions.
d*(z, x) = (z - x)'(P,.

+ u ,L IN)(z - x).

Weighting: The first set of propensity-scoreestimators
use
the propensityscores as weights to create a balanced
A clearproblemwith this approachis thatwhen the regression functionis misspecified,matchingwith this particular sample of treatedand controlobservations.Simply taking
metricmay not lead to a consistentestimator.On the other the differencein averageoutcomesfor treatedandcontrols,
hand,when the regressionfunctionis correctlyspecified,it
(1-Wi)Yi
WYi
would be more efficient to use the regressionestimators
T'=
than any matchingapproach.In practiceone may want to
wi
El-w, i
use a metricthat combinessome of the optimalweighting
with some safeguardsin case the regressionfunction is is not unbiased for Tp = E[Y(1) - Y(0)], because,
conditionalon the treatmentindicator,the distributionsof
misspecified.
So far there is little experience with any alternative the covariatesdiffer.By weightingthe unitsby the reciprometrics beyond the Mahalanobismetric. Zhao (2004) re- cal of the probabilityof receiving the treatment,one can
ports the results of some simulationsusing his proposed undothis imbalance.Formally,weightingestimatorsrely on
metrics,findingno clear winnergiven his specific design, the equalities
althoughhis findings suggest that using the outcomes in
WY
WY(1)
-WY(1)
definingthe metricis a promisingapproach.
X
IE
-=E
=EE
E e(X)

e(X)

C. PropensityScore Methods

Since the work by Rosenbaumand Rubin(1983a) there
has been considerableinterestin methodsthatavoid adjusting directlyfor all covariates,andinsteadfocus on adjusting
for differences in the propensity score, the conditional
probabilityof receiving the treatment.This can be implementedin a numberof differentways. One can weight the
observationsusing the propensityscore (andindirectlyalso
in termsof the covariates)to createbalancebetweentreated
and controlunits in the weightedsample.Hirano,Imbens,
and Ridder(2003) show how such estimatorscan achieve
the semiparametric
efficiencybound.Alternativelyone can
divide the sample into subsampleswith approximatelythe
same value of the propensityscore, a techniqueknown as
blocking.Finally,one can directlyuse the propensityscore
as a regressorin a regressionapproach.
In practicethereare two importantcases. First, suppose
the researcherknows the propensityscore. In that case all
three of these methodsare likely to be effective in eliminating bias. Even if the resulting estimatoris not fully
efficient, one can easily modify it by using a parametric
estimate of the propensityscore to capturemost of the
efficiency loss. Furthermore,since these estimatorsdo not
rely on high-dimensionalnonparametricregression, this
suggests that their finite-samplepropertiesare likely to be
relativelyattractive.
If the propensityscore is not known, the advantagesof
the estimatorsdiscussedbelow areless clear.Althoughthey
avoid the high-dimensionalnonparametric
regressionof the

[E

e(X).

_

-

e(X) X

E[Y(1)IX]= E:[Y(1)],
e(X)

in the second to last equality,and
using unconfoundedness
similarly

1-(- W)Y-

E 1e(X)

],

=)

implying

W. Y (1 - W)
e(X)

1 - e(X)

With the propensityscore known one can directlyimplement this estimatoras
1

(WiYi
Ni=l e(i)

(1

Wi)Yi
- e(Xi)

(6)

In this particularformthis is not necessarilyan attractive
estimator.The main reason is that, althoughthe estimator
can be writtenas the differencebetweena weightedaverage
of the outcomesfor the treatedunitsanda weightedaverage
of the outcomesfor the controls,the weights do not necessarilyaddto 1. Specifically,in equation(6), the weightsfor
the treatedunits add up to [E Wile(Xi)]/N. In expectation
this is equalto 1, butbecauseits varianceis positive,in any
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given sample some of the weights are likely to deviate contributionfor unit i by the propensityscore e(xi). If the
from 1.
propensityscore is known,this leads to
One approachfor improvingthis estimatoris simply to
normalizethe weights to unity.One can furthernormalize
N
N
e(Xi)
e(Xi)/
the weightsto unitywithinsubpopulationsas definedby the
Wi
W
i i
Tweight,tr
e(
^)
covariates.In the limit this leads to an estimatorproposed
N=1
e(Xi)i=!,
eXXi)
by Hirano,Imbens,andRidder(2003), who suggestusing a
nonparametricseries estimatorfor e(x). More precisely,
they firstspecify a sequenceof functionsof the covariates,
)
(1- Wi) 1 -(Xi)'
(1W
ii.i
(X)/I
such as power series hl(x), I = 1, ...,
oo. Next, they
i=1
I=i1
choose a numberof terms,L(N), as a functionof the sample
size, and then estimatethe L-dimensionalvector YL in
wherethe propensityscoreentersin some places as the true
score (for the weights to get the appropriateestimand)and
hL(X))YLI
exp[(hl(x),...,
=
=
=
in
othercases as the estimatedscore (to achieveefficiency).
X
x)
Pr(W 1
1 + exp[(hl(x),...,
X= x
1Pr(
hL(X))YL
In the unknownpropensityscore case one always uses the
estimatedpropensityscore, leadingto
by maximizingthe associatedlikelihoodfunction.Let 'L be
the maximum likelihood estimate. In the third step, the
1
estimatedpropensityscore is calculatedas
=

Yi

Tweight,tr

i: Wi=l

hL(X)), L

exp[(hl(x),...,
(

+ exp[(hl(x),

...,

hL(X))

Finally they estimatethe averagetreatmenteffect as

e(Xi)

i.

Yi:
Wi=O

1

-

Ae(Xi)

e(Xi)

/
i' Wi=O 1

(Xi)

One difficulty with the weighting estimatorsthat are
based
on the estimatedpropensityscore is again the probi
e (Xi) i e(X)
)
e(
1 (Xi)
lem of choosingthe smoothingparameters.Hirano,Imbens,
and Ridder (2003) use series estimators,which requires
N
choosing the numberof terms in the series. Ichimuraand
1- Wi
(1 - Wi)* Yi |
Linton (2001) consider a kernel version, which involves
- i
1 1 e(Xi)
(Xi)'
/i=l,
i=l
choosing a bandwidth.Theirs is currentlyone of the few
studiesconsideringoptimalchoices for smoothingparameHirano,Imbens,andRiddershow thatwith a nonparametric ters that focuses specifically on estimatingaverage treatestimatorfor e(x) this estimatoris efficient,whereaswith menteffects.A departurefromstandardproblemsin choosthe true propensityscore the estimatorwould not be fully ing smoothingparametersis that here one wants to use
efficient (and in fact not very attractive).
nonparametricregressionmethods even if the propensity
This estimatorhighlightsone of the interestingfeaturesof scoreis known.Forexample,if the probabilityof treatment
the problem of efficiently estimating average treatment is constant,standardoptimalityresultswould suggestusing
effects. One solution is to estimate the two regression a high degreeof smoothing,as this would lead to the most
functionsJLw(x)nonparametrically,
as discussedin Section accurateestimatorfor the propensityscore. However,this
IIIA;thatsolutioncompletelyignoresthe propensityscore. would not necessarilylead to an efficientestimatorfor the
A second approachis to estimate the propensity score averagetreatmenteffect of interest.
nonparametrically,ignoring entirely the two regression
functions. If appropriatelyimplemented,both approaches Blocking on the Propensity Score: In their original
lead to fully efficient estimators,but clearly their finite- propensity-scorepaperRosenbaumandRubin(1983a) sugsample propertiesmay be very different,depending,for gest the following blocking-on-the-propensity-score estimaexample, on the smoothness of the regression functions tor.Using the (estimated)propensityscore,divide the samversus the smoothnessof the propensityscore. If there is ple into M blocks of units of approximatelyequal
only a single binarycovariate,or moregenerallyif thereare probabilityof treatment,lettingJim be an indicatorfor unit
only discretecovariates,the weightingapproachwith a fully i being in block m. One way of implementingthis is by
estimatorfor the propensityscore is numer- dividing the unit interval into M blocks with boundary
nonparametric
identical
to the regression approachwith a fully values equal to m/M for m = 1, ..., M - 1, so that
ically
estimator
for the two regressionfunctions.
nonparametric
To estimatethe averagetreatmenteffect for the treated
lm m1
ratherthan for the full population,one should weight the
Ji, = 1 M < e(Xi) M
Nwet
Tweight

Yil

W
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for m = 1, ...,

M. Within each block there are Nwm specificationof the propensityscore. Often some informal

observationswith treatmentequalto w, Nwm=

i 1{Wi =

versionof the followingalgorithmis used:If withina block
the propensityscore itself is unbalanced,the blocks are too
block the averagetreatmenteffect as if randomassignment largeand need to be split. If, conditionalon the propensity
held:
score being balanced,the covariatesare unbalanced,the
specificationof the propensityscore is not adequate.No
1 N
formalalgorithmhas been proposedfor implementingthese
1 N
m Nlm
JiwiYi
Jim(l- Wi)Yi
blockingmethods.
i=1
'- Nom
An alternativeapproachto findingthe optimalnumberof
blocks is to relatethis approachto the weightingestimator
Then estimatethe overall averagetreatmenteffect as
discussed above. One can view the blocking estimatoras
identicalto a weightingestimator,witha modifiedestimator
M
for the propensityscore. Specifically,given the original
N1 + Nom
Tblock=
Nm
N
estimatore(x), in the blockingapproachthe estimatorfor
m=l
the propensityscore is discretizedto
If one is interestedin the averageeffect for the treated,one
1M m
will weight the within-blockaveragetreatmenteffects by
=
e(x).
E
e(x)
the numberof treatedunits:
m=1
w, Jim = 1}. Given these subgroups, estimate within each

m =1

M
Tm

TT,block =

m=1

Nlm
N
T

Blockingcan be interpretedas a crudeform of nonparametricregressionwhere the unknownfunctionis approximatedby a step functionwith fixedjump points.To establish asymptoticpropertiesfor this estimatorwould require
establishingconditionson the rate at which the numberof
blocks increaseswith the samplesize. With the propensity
score known,these are easy to determine;no formalresults
have been establishedfor the unknownpropensityscore
case.
The questionarises how many blocks to use in practice.
Cochran(1968) analyzesa case with a single covariateand,
assumingnormality,showsthatusingfive blocksremovesat
least 95% of the bias associatedwith that covariate.Since
all bias, under unconfoundedness,is associated with the
propensityscore, this suggeststhatundernormalitythe use
of five blocks removesmost of the bias associatedwith all
the covariates.This has often been the startingpoint of
empirical analyses using this estimator (for example,
Rosenbaumand Rubin, 1983b;Dehejia and Wahba,1999)
and has been implementedin Stataby Becker and Ichino
(2002).7 Often, however, researcherssubsequentlycheck
the balanceof the covariateswithineach block. If the true
propensityscoreperblockis constant,the distributionof the
covariatesamongthe treatedand controlsshouldbe identical, or, in the evaluationterminology,the covariatesshould
be balanced.Hence one can assess the adequacyof the
statisticalmodel by comparingthe distributionof the covariatesamong treatedand controls within blocks. If the
distributionsare found to be different,one can eithersplit
the blocks into a numberof subblocks,or generalizethe
7 Becker and Ichino also
implement estimators that match on the
propensity score.

Using e(x) as the propensityscorein the weightingestimator leads to an estimatorfor the average treatmenteffect
identicalto that obtainedby using the blocking estimator
with e(x) as the propensityscore and M blocks. With
sufficientlylarge M, the blocking estimatoris sufficiently
close to the originalweightingestimatorthat it sharesits
first-orderasymptoticproperties,including its efficiency.
This suggeststhatin generalthereis little harmin choosing
a largenumberof blocks, at least with regardto asymptotic
properties,althoughagain the relevanceof this for finite
sampleshas not been established.
Regression on the Propensity Score:

The third method

of using the propensityscore is to estimatethe conditional
expectationof Y given W and e(X). Define
vw(e) = E[Y(w)le(X) = e].
this is equalto E[YIW= w, e(X) =
By unconfoundedness
e]. Given an estimatorvw(e), one can estimatethe average
treatmenteffect as

'Tregprop
regprop -=

E
N i=1 [,1(e(Xi))

-

(e(Xi))].

Heckman,Ichimura,andTodd(1998) considera local linear
version of this for estimatingthe averagetreatmenteffect
for the treated.Hahn(1998) considersa series versionand
shows that it is not as efficientas the regressionestimator
based on adjustmentfor all covariates.
Matching on the Propensity Score:

Rosenbaum and

Rubin'sresultimpliesthatit is sufficientto adjustsolely for
differences in the propensityscore between treated and
controlunits.Since one of the ways in whichone can adjust
for differences in covariates is matching, another natural
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way to use the propensityscore is throughmatching.Because the propensityscore is a scalar function of the covariates,the bias resultsin AbadieandImbens(2002) imply
that the bias termis of lower orderthanthe varianceterm
and matching leads to a V/N-consistent,asymptotically
normallydistributedestimator.The variancefor the case
with matchingon the true propensityscore also follows
directly from their results. More complicatedis the case
with matchingon the estimatedpropensityscore. I do not
know of any resultsthat give the variancefor this case.

with the same weights Xi. Such an estimator,using a more
regressionmodel,was suggestedby
generalsemiparametric
RobinsandRotnitzky(1995), Robins,Roznitzky,andZhao
(1995), and Robinsand Ritov (1997), and implementedby
HiranoandImbens(2001). In the parametriccontextRobins
and Ritov arguethat the estimatoris consistentas long as
eitherthe regressionmodelor the propensityscore(andthus
the weights) are specifiedcorrectly.Thatis, in Robins and
Ritov's terminology,the estimatoris doublyrobust.
Blocking and Regression:

Rosenbaum and Rubin

(1983b) suggest modifyingthe basic blockingestimatorby
D. Mixed Methods
usingleast squaresregressionwithinthe blocks.Withoutthe
A numberof approacheshave been proposedthat com- additionalregression adjustmentthe estimated treatment
bine two of the three methods describedin the previous effect within blocks can be written as a least squares
sections, typically regressionwith one of its alternatives. estimatorof Tm for the regressionfunction
The reason for these combinationsis that, althoughone
Yi = Otm + Tm Wi + ?i,
methodalone is often sufficientto obtainconsistentor even
efficient estimates,incorporatingregressionmay eliminate
remainingbias and improveprecision.This is particularly using only the unitsin block m. As above,one can also add
useful in that neither matching nor the propensity-score covariatesto the regressionfunction
methodsdirectlyaddressthe correlationbetweenthe covari+ Tm - Wi + Ei,
Yi = Lm +
,lXi
ates and the outcome.The benefitassociatedwith combining methods is made explicit in the notion developed by
Robins and Ritov (1997) of double robustness.They pro- again estimatedon the units in block m.
pose a combinationof weightingand regressionwhere, as
Matching and Regression: Because Abadie and Imbens
long as the parametricmodel for eitherthe propensityscore
or the regressionfunctionsis specifiedcorrectly,the result- (2002) have shown that the bias of the simple matching
estimatorcan dominatethe varianceif the dimensionof the
ing estimatorfor the averagetreatmenteffect is consistent.
covariatesis too large, additionalbias correctionsthrough
Similarly,matchingleads to consistencywithoutadditional
can be particularlyrelevantin this case. A numassumptions;thus methodsthat combinematchingand re- regression
ber of such correctionshave been proposed,firstby Rubin
gressionsare robustagainstmisspecificationof the regres(1973b) and Quade(1982) in a parametricsetting.Followsion function.
ing the notationof section IIIB, let Yi(0) and Yi(l) be the
observed or imputed potential outcomes for unit i; the
Weightingand Regression: One can rewrite the weightthe
above
as
discussed
estimating following estimatedpotentialoutcomesequal the observedoutcomes
ing estimator
for some unit i and for its match i(i). The bias in their
least
squares:
regressionfunctionby weighted
comparison, E[Yi(l) - Y(

Yi =

*W +

+

i,

with weights equal to
Wi
i=

\e(Xi)

+

1 - Wi
1 - e(Xi)

- [Y)

- Yi(0)], arises

from the fact thatthe covariatesXi andXe(i)for units i and
f(i) are not equal, althoughthey are close because of the
matchingprocess.
To furtherexplore this, focusing on the single-match
case, definefor each unit
XA()

Xi(O) -

Xi

if Wi= 0,

Xe(i) if W = 1

Withoutthe weights the least squaresestimatorwould not
be consistentfor the averagetreatmenteffect; the weights and
ensure that the covariatesare uncorrelatedwith the treatment indicatorand hence the weightedestimatoris consisXe,(i) if Wi= 0,
tent.
if Wi = 1.
Xi
Xi(1)
This weighted-least-squares
representationsuggests that
one may add covariatesto the regressionfunctionto im- If the matchingis exact,Xi(0) = Xi(1) for each unit.If not,
these discrepancies may lead to bias. The difference
prove precision,for example,
Xi(l) - Xi(0) will thereforebe used to reducethe bias of
Y, = ot + P'Xi

+ 7 ' W, + F-j,

the simple matching estimator.
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Supposeuniti is a treatedunit(Wi = 1), so that i(l) =
Yi(l) and ?i(0) is an imputedvaluefor Yi(O).This imputed
value is unbiasedfor pxo(Xe(i))(since fi(O) = Ye(i)),but
not necessarilyfor iL0(Xi).Onemaythereforewish to adjust
(Y(O)by an estimateof pIo(Xi)- 1xo(Xe,(i)).
Typicallythese
correctionsare taken to be linear in the differencein the
covariatesfor unit i and its match, that is, of the form
Po[i(l)

Xi(O)] = Po(Xi -

-

Xel(i)). Rubin (1973b)

proposedthreecorrections,which differ in how 3ois estimated.
To introduceRubin'sfirst correction,note that one can
write the matchingestimatoras the least squaresestimator
for the regressionfunction
Yi(1)-

Yi(0)

= T + Ei.

This representation
suggestsmodifyingthe regressionfunction to
Yi(l) -Yi(0)

= T + [,i(i)

-

,(o)]'p + Ei,

and again estimatingT by least squares.
The second correctionis to estimate u0o(x)directlyby
takingall controlunits, and estimatea linearregressionof
the form
Yi =

to +

oXi + Ei

a Bayesianperspective.Dehejia(2002) goes further,studying the policy decisionproblemof assigningheterogeneous
individualsto varioustrainingprogramswith uncertainand
variableeffects.
To my knowledge, however, there are no applications
using the Bayesian approachthat focus on estimatingthe
eitherfor
averagetreatmenteffect underunconfoundedness,
the whole populationorjust for the treated.Neitherarethere
simulationstudies comparingoperatingcharacteristicsof
Bayesianmethodswith the frequentistmethodsdiscussedin
the earliersectionsof this paper.Such a Bayesianapproach
can be easily implementedwith the regressionmethods
discussedin section IIIA. Interestingly,it is less clear how
Bayesianmethodswould be used with pairwisematching,
whichdoes not appearto have a naturallikelihoodinterpretation.
A Bayesianapproachto the regressionestimatorsmay be
useful for a numberof reasons.First, one of the leading
problemswithregressionestimatorsis the presenceof many
covariatesrelativeto the numberof observations.Standard
frequentistmethodstend to eitherincludethose covariates
withoutany restrictions,or exclude them entirely.In contrast,Bayesianmethodswould allow researchersto include
covariateswith moreor less informativepriordistributions.
For example, if the researcherhas a numberof lagged
outcomes,one may expectrecentlags to be moreimportant
in predictingfutureoutcomesthanlongerlags; this can be
reflectedin tighterprior distributionsaroundzero for the
older information.Alternatively,with a numberof similar
covariatesone may wish to use hierarchicalmodels that
avoid problemswith large-dimensionalparameterspaces.
A second argumentfor consideringBayesianmethodsis
that in an area closely relatedto this process of estimated
unobservedoutcomes-that of missing datawith the missing at random(MAR)assumption-Bayesianmethodshave
found widespreadapplicability.As advocated by Rubin
(1987), multipleimputationmethodsoften rely on a Bayesian approachfor imputingthe missing data,takingaccount
of the parameterheterogeneityin a mannerconsistentwith
the uncertaintyin the missing-datamodel itself. The same
methodscould be used with little modificationfor causal
models, with the main complicationthat a relativelylarge
proportion-namely 50% of the total numberof potential

by least squares.[If unit i is a controlunit, the correction
will be done using an estimatorfor the regressionfunction
XXi
pJl(x) based on a linear specificationYi = al +
estimatedon the treatedunits.]Abadie and Imbens(2002)
the
show that if this correctionis done nonparametrically,
estimator
is
consistent
and
asymptotiresultingmatching
cally normal,with its bias dominatedby the variance.
The third method is to estimate the same regression
functionfor the controls,but using only those thatare used
as matchesfor the treatedunits,with weightscorresponding
to the numberof times a controlobservationsis used as a
match (see Abadie and Imbens, 2002). Comparedto the
second method,this approachmay be less efficient, as it
discardssome controlobservationsandweightssome more
thanothers.It has the advantage,however,of only using the
mostrelevantmatches.The controlsthatarediscardedin the
matchingprocess are likely to be outliers relative to the outcomes-is missing.
treatedobservations,and they may thereforeundulyaffect
IV. EstimatingVariances
the least squaresestimates.If the regressionfunctionis in
fact linear,this may be an attractivefeature,but if thereis
The variancesof the estimatorsconsideredso far typiuncertaintyover its functionalform, one may not wish to cally involveunknownfunctions.Forexample,as discussed
allow these observationssuch influence.
in section IE, the varianceof efficient estimatorsof the
PATEis equal to

E. Bayesian Approaches

P= E
Littlehas been done using Bayesianmethodsto estimate
+ (l()
o(X) - )2
(X)
- e(X)
averagetreatmenteffects, either in methodologyor in apinvolving
the two regressionfunctions,the two conditional
functions,thetwoconditional
plication. Rubin (1978) introducesa general approachto involvingthetworegression
treatmenteffects from variances, and the propensity score.
estimatingaverageanddistributional

EFFECTS
AVERAGETREATMENT
Thereare a numberof ways we can estimatethis asymptotic variance.The firstis essentiallyby bruteforce.All five
componentsof the variance,VO(x),Ur(x), J0L(x), xl(x),
and e(x), are consistentlyestimableusing kernelmethods
or series, and hence the asymptoticvariancecan be estimatedconsistently.However,if one estimatesthe average
treatmenteffect usingonly the two regressionfunctions,it is
an additionalburdento estimatethe conditionalvariances
and the propensityscore in orderto estimateVP.Similarly,
if one efficientlyestimatesthe averagetreatmenteffect by
weightingwith the estimatedpropensityscore, it is a considerableadditionalburdento estimate the first two moments of the conditionaloutcomedistributionsjust to estimate the asymptoticvariance.
A second method applies to the case where either the
regressionfunctions or the propensityscore is estimated
using series or sieves. In that case one can interpretthe
estimators,given the number of terms in the series, as
parametricestimators,and calculatethe variancethis way.
Undersome conditionsthatwill leadto validstandarderrors
and confidenceintervals.
A third approachis to use bootstrapping(Efron and
Tibshirani,1993; Horowitz, 2002). There is little formal
evidence specific for these estimators,but, given that the
estimatorsare asymptoticallylinear,it is likely that bootstrappingwill lead to valid standarderrorsand confidence
intervals at least for the regressionand propensityscore
methods. Bootstrappingmay be more complicated for
matchingestimators,as the processintroducesdiscreteness
in the distributionthat will lead to ties in the matching
algorithm.Subsampling(Politis and Romano, 1999) will
still work in this setting.
These firstthreemethodsprovidevarianceestimatesfor
estimators of Tr. As argued above, however, one may
instead wish to estimate T7 or T(X), in which case the
appropriate(conservative)varianceis
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we can findtwo treatedunits withX = x, say units i andj.
In thatcase an unbiasedestimatorfor or(x) is
-12(x) = (Y,-

y)2/2

In general it is again difficult to find exact matches,but
again, this is not necessary.Instead,one uses the closest
match within the set of units with the same treatment
indicator. Let Vm(i) be the mth closest unit to i with the
same treatment indicator (Wvm(i)= Wi), and
W

- xll}
1{11X1
xli -:::
lIXVmji
-

=

M

ilwl=wj,iloi

Given a fixed numberof matches,M, this gives us M units
with the same treatmentindicatorand approximatelythe
same values for the covariates.The samplevarianceof the
outcome variablefor these M units can then be used to
estimate cr2(x). Doing the same for the control variance
function,ucr(x),we can estimateo2,(x) at all values of the
covariatesand for w = 0, 1.
Note that these are not consistentestimatorsof the conditionalvariances.As the samplesize increases,the bias of
these estimatorswill disappear,just as we saw thatthe bias
of the matchingestimatorfor the averagetreatmenteffect
disappearsundersimilarconditions.The rate at which this
bias disappearsdependson the dimensionof the covariates.
The varianceof the estimatorsfor cr(Xi), namely at specific values of the covariates,will not go to zero;however,
this is not important,as we are interestednot in the variances at specificpointsin the covariatesdistribution,but in
the varianceof the averagetreatmenteffect, Vs. Following
the processintroduceabove, this last step is estimatedas
I1 E (o'(Xi)

N
i=1 ^(Xi)

ro(Xi)

1 - e(Xi)/

-

Under standardregularityconditionsthis is consistentfor
the asymptotic variance of the average treatmenteffect
1 -e(X)_
e(X)
estimator.For matchingestimatorseven estimationof the
As above, this variancecan be estimatedby estimatingthe propensityscore can be avoided.Abadie and Imbensshow
conditionalmomentsof the outcomedistributions,with the thatone can estimatethe varianceof the matchingestimator
accompanyinginherentdifficulties.Vs cannot,however,be for SATEas:
estimated by bootstrapping,since the estimand itself
N
changesacrossbootstrapsamples.
E1
Km(i) \2
E =-E
+
There is, however,an alternativemethodfor estimating
wi(Xi),
this variancethatdoes not requireadditionalnonparametric
estimation.The idea behindthis matchingvarianceestimawhereM is the numberof matchesandKM(i)is the number
tor,as developedby AbadieandImbens(2002), is thateven
of times unit i is used as a match.
thoughthe asymptoticvariancedependson the conditional
oaI(X)

ol(X)

Vs =E

variance U2 (x), one need not actually estimate this variance

V. Assessing the Assumptions
consistentlyat all valuesof the covariates.Rather,one needs
the
of
this
variance
over
the
distribution, A. Indirect Tests of the UnconfoundednessAssumption
only
average
weighted by the inverse of either e(x) or its complement
1 - e(x). The key is thereforeto obtaina close-to-unbiased The unconfoundednessassumptionrelied upon throughestimatorfor the varianceo(r(x). More generally,suppose out this discussion is not directly testable. As discussed
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above, it states that the conditional distributionof the
outcomeunderthe controltreatment,Y(0), given receiptof
the activetreatmentandgiven covariates,is identicalto the
distributionof the control outcome given receipt of the
control treatmentand given covariates.The same is assumedfor the distributionof the active treatmentoutcome,
Y(1). Becausethe dataare completelyuninformativeabout
the distributionof Y(0) for those who received the active
treatmentand of Y(1) for those who received the control,
the data cannot directly reject the unconfoundednessassumption.Nevertheless,there are often indirect ways of
assessingthis assumption,a numberof whicharedeveloped
in HeckmanandHotz (1989) andRosenbaum(1987). These
methodstypicallyrely on estimatinga causaleffect thatis
knownto equalzero.If the test thensuggeststhatthis causal
effect differsfrom zero, the unconfoundednessassumption
is consideredless plausible.These tests can be dividedinto
two broadgroups.
The first set of tests focuses on estimatingthe causal
effect of a treatmentthat is known not to have an effect,
relyingon the presenceof multiplecontrolgroups(Rosenbaum,1987). Supposeone has two potentialcontrolgroups,
and ineligibles, as in
for example,eligible nonparticipants
of
Heckman,Ichimura,andTodd(1997). One interpretation
the test is to compareaveragetreatmenteffects estimated
using each of the control groups.This can also be interpreted as estimatingan "averagetreatmenteffect" using
only the two control groups, with the treatmentindicator
now a dummyfor being a memberof the firstgroup.In that
case the treatmenteffect is knownto be zero, and statistical
evidenceof a nonzeroeffect impliesthatat least one of the
controlgroupsis invalid.Again, not rejectingthe test does
not imply the unconfoundednessassumptionis valid (as
both controlgroupscould sufferthe same bias), but nonrejectionin the case wherethe two controlgroupsarelikely to
have differentpotentialbiases makesit moreplausiblethat
the unconfoundednessassumptionholds. The key for the
powerof this test is to have availablecontrolgroupsthatare
likely to have differentbiases,if any.Comparingineligibles
as in Heckman,Ichimura,and
and eligible nonparticipants
Todd (1997) is a particularlyattractivecomparison.Alternatively one may use different geographiccontrols, for
example from areas borderingon different sides of the
treatmentgroup.
One can formalizethis test by postulatinga three-valued

An implication of this independencecondition is being
tested by the tests discussed above. Whetherthis test has
much bearing on the unconfoundednessassumptiondepends on whetherthe extensionof the assumptionis plausible given unconfoundednessitself.
The second set of tests of unconfoundednessfocuses on
estimatingthe causal effect of the treatmenton a variable
knownto be unaffectedby it, typicallybecauseits value is
determinedpriorto the treatmentitself. Such a variablecan
be time-invariant,but the most interestingcase is in consideringthe treatmenteffect on a lagged outcome.If this is
not zero, this implies that the treated observationsare
distinctfrom the controls;namely,that the distributionof
Yi. l for the treatedunitsis not comparableto the distribution of Yi,_ for the controls.If the treatmentis insteadzero,
it is more plausiblethat the unconfoundednessassumption
holds. Of coursethis does not directlytest this assumption;
in this setting,being able to rejectthe null of no effect does
not directly reflect on the hypothesis of interest, unconfoundedness.Nevertheless, if the variables used in this
proxytest are closely relatedto the outcomeof interest,the
test arguablyhas more power.For these tests it is clearly
helpfulto have a numberof lagged outcomes.
To formalizethis, let us supposethe covariatesconsistof
a number of lagged outcomes Yi,_ , ...,

Yi,-T as well as

time-invariantindividualcharacteristicsZi, so that Xi =
(Yi,l, ... , Yi,-T, Zi). By constructiononly units in the
treatmentgroupafter period -1 receive the treatment;all
other observedoutcomes are controloutcomes.Also suppose that the two potentialoutcomes Yi(O)and Yi(1) correspond to outcomes in period zero. Now consider the
following two assumptions.The first is unconfoundedness
given only T - 1 lags of the outcome:
Yi(1), Yi(O)

WilY,-i,_ ...

, Yi,-(T-1), Zi,

and the second assumesstationarityand exchangeability:
fY,,s()li,,s-l(O

),

...,Yi,s-(T-I)(o),Zi,Wi(YSlYs-l,

. . . ,

YS-(T-1)9Z, W)

does not dependon i and s. Then it follows that
Yi,-1 1 WiYi-2,...

Yi,-T, Zi,

whichis testable.This hypothesisis whatthe test described
above tests. Whetherthis test has much bearingon unconfoundednessdependson the link betweenthe two assumpindicator Ti E { - 1, 0, 1 } for the groups (e.g., ineligibles, tions andthe
assumption.Witha
originalunconfoundedness
eligible nonparticipants,and participants),with the treat- sufficientnumberof lags, unconfoundednessgiven all lags
ment indicator equal to Wi = 1 { Ti = 1 }. If one extends the butone
appearsplausible,conditionalon unconfoundedness
unconfoundednessassumptionto independenceof the poall
given lags, so the relevanceof the test dependslargelyon
tentialoutcomesand the groupindicatorgiven covariates, the
plausibilityof the second assumption,stationarityand
exchangeability.
I
Yi(O), Yi(1)

TilXi,

then a testableimplicationis
-yi I ItT, = OlIx,, Ti o.

B. Choosing the Covariates

The discussionso far has focused on the case wherethe
covariatesset is knowna priori.In practicetherecanbe two
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issues with the choice of covariates.First, there may be
some variablesthatshouldnot be adjustedfor.Second,even
with variablesthatshouldbe adjustedfor in large samples,
the expectedmean squarederrormay be reducedby ignoring those covariatesthat have only weak correlationwith
the treatmentindicatorandthe outcomes.This secondissue
is essentiallya statisticalone. Includinga covariatein the
adjustmentprocedure,throughregression,matchingor otherwise, will not lower the asymptotic precision of the
averagetreatmenteffect if the assumptionsare correct.In
finite samples,however,a covariatethat is not, or is only
weakly, correlatedwith outcomesand treatmentindicators
may reduceprecision.There are few procedurescurrently
availablefor optimallychoosingthe set of covariatesto be
includedin matchingor regressionadjustments,takinginto
accountsuch finite-sampleproperties.
The first issue is a substantiveone. The unconfoundedness assumptionmay apply with one set of covariatesbut
not applywith an expandedset. A particularconcernis the
inclusion of covariatesthat are themselvesaffectedby the
treatment,such as intermediateoutcomes. Suppose, for
example, that in evaluating a job trainingprogram,the
primaryoutcomeof interestis earningstwo years later.In
that case, employmentstatuspriorto the programis unaffectedby the treatmentandthusa validelementof the set of
adjustmentcovariates.In contrast,employmentstatus one
year after the programis an intermediateoutcome and
shouldnot be controlledfor.It coulditself be an outcomeof
interest,and should thereforenever be a covariatein an
analysisof the effect of the trainingprogram.One guarantee
thata covariateis not affectedby the treatmentis thatit was
measuredbefore the treatmentwas chosen. In practice,
however,the covariatesare often recordedat the same time
as the outcomes,subsequentto treatment.In that case one
has to assess on a case-by-casebasis whethera particular
covariateshouldbe used in adjustingoutcomes.See Rosenbaum (1984b) and Angrist and Krueger(2000) for more
discussion.
C. Assessing the OverlapAssumption

The secondof the key assumptionsin estimatingaverage
treatmenteffects requiresthat the propensityscore-the
probabilityof receiving the active treatment-be strictly
between zero and one. In principlethis is testable, as it
restrictsthe joint distributionof observables;but formal
tests are not necessarilythe main concern.In practice,this
assumptionraisesa numberof questions.The firstis how to
detect a lack of overlap in the covariatedistributions.A
second is how to deal with it, given thatsuch a lack exists.
A thirdis how the individualmethodsdiscussedin section
III addressthis lack of overlap.Ideally such a lack would
result in large standarderrorsfor the average treatment
effects.
The first method to detect lack of overlap is to plot
distributionsof covariatesby treatmentgroups.In the case
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with one or two covariatesone can do this directly. In
high-dimensionalcases, however,this becomes more difficult. One can inspect pairs of marginaldistributionsby
treatmentstatus,but these are not necessarilyinformative
aboutlack of overlap.It is possible thatfor each covariate
the distributionsfor the treatmentand control groups are
identical,even thoughthereare areaswherethe propensity
score is 0 or 1.
A more useful methodis thereforeto inspect the distributionof thepropensityscorein bothtreatment
groups,which
can directly reveal lack of overlap in high-dimensional
covariate distributions.Its implementationrequires nonparametricestimationof the propensityscore,however,and
misspecificationmay lead to failurein detectinga lack of
overlap,just as inspecting various marginaldistributions
may be insufficient.In practiceone may wish to undersmooth the estimationof the propensityscore, either by
choosinga bandwidthsmallerthanoptimalfor nonparametric estimationor by includinghigher-ordertermsin a series
expansion.

A third way to detect lack of overlap is to inspect the
qualityof the worstmatchesin a matchingprocedure.Given
a set of matches, one can, for each componentk of the
vector of covariates, inspect maxi IXi,k -

Xel(i),kl, the

maximumover all observationsof the matchingdiscrepancy. If this difference is large relative to the sample
standarddeviationof the kth componentof the covariates,
thereis reasonfor concern.The advantageof this methodis
thatit does not requireadditionalnonparametric
estimation.
Once one determinesthatthereis a lack of overlap,one
can either conclude that the average treatmenteffect of
interestcannotbe estimatedwith sufficientprecision,and/or
decide to focus on an average treatmenteffect that is
estimablewith greateraccuracy.To do the latterit can be
useful to discardsome of the observationson the basis of
their covariates.For example, one may decide to discard
control(treated)observationswith propensityscoresbelow
(above)a cutofflevel. The desiredcutoffmay dependon the
sample size; in a very large sample one may not be concerned with a propensityscore of 0.01, whereasin small
samplessuch a value may make it difficultto find reasonable comparisons.To judge such tradeoffs,it is useful to
understandthe relationshipbetween a unit's propensity
score andits implicitweightin the average-treatment-effect
estimation.Using the weightingestimator,the averageoutcome under the treatmentis estimated by summing up
outcomesfor the controlunits with weight approximately
equalto 1 dividedby theirpropensityscore (and 1 divided
by 1 minus the propensityscore for treatedunits). Hence
with N units, the weight of unit i is approximately1/ N ?
[1 - e(Xi)]

I if it is a treated unit and 1/[N * e(Xi)] if it is

a control. One may wish to limit this weight to some
fraction, for example, 0.05, so that no unit will have a
weight of more than 5% in the average. Under that approach, the limit on the propensity score in a sample with
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200 unitsis 0.1; units with a propensityscore less than0.1
or greaterthan 0.9 should be discarded.In a sample with
1000 units, only units with a propensityscore outside the
range [0.02, 0.98] will be ignored.
In matchingproceduresone need not rely entirely on
comparisonsof the propensityscoredistributionin discarding the observations with insufficient match quality.
WhereasRosenbaumand Rubin (1984) suggest accepting
only matcheswhere the differencein propensityscores is
below a cutoff point, alternativelyone may wish to drop
matches where individual covariates are severely mismatched.
Finally, let us consider the three approachesto inference-regression, matching, and propensityscore methods-and assess how each handleslack of overlap.Suppose
one is interestedin estimatingthe average effect on the
treated,andone has a dataset with sufficientoverlap.Now
supposeone addsa few treatedor controlobservationswith
covariate values rarely seen in the alternativetreatment
group. Adding treatedobservationswith outlying values
impliesone cannotestimatethe averagetreatmenteffect for
the treatedvery precisely,because one lacks suitablecontrols againstwhich to comparethese additionalunits.Thus
with methods appropriatelydealing with limited overlap
one will see the varianceestimatesincrease. In contrast,
addingcontrolobservationswith outlyingcovariatevalues
should have little effect, since such controlsare irrelevant
for the averagetreatmenteffect for the treated.Therefore,
methodsappropriatelydealingwith limitedoverlapshould
in this case show estimates approximatelyunchangedin
bias and precision.
Considerfirst the regressionapproach.Conditionalon a
particularparametricspecificationfor the regressionfunction, addingobservationswith outlyingvaluesof the regressorsleadsto considerablymorepreciseparameterestimates;
such observationsare influentialpreciselybecauseof their
outlyingvalues. If the addedobservationsare treatedunits,
the precisionof the estimatedcontrolregressionfunctionat
theseoutlyingvalueswill be lower (since few if any control
units are found in that region); thus the variance will
increase,as it should. One should note, however,that the
estimatesin this regionmay be sensitiveto the specification
chosen. In contrast,by the natureof regressionfunctions,
addingcontrolobservationswith outlyingvalues will lead
to a spuriousincreasein precisionof the controlregression
function.Regressionmethodscan thereforebe misleading
in cases with limitedoverlap.
Next, considermatching.In estimatingthe averagetreatmenteffect for the treated,addingcontrolobservationswith
outlyingcovariatevalueswill likely have little affecton the
results,since such observationsare unlikelyto be used as
matches.The resultswould,however,be sensitiveto adding
treatedobservationswith outlyingcovariatevalues,because
these observationswould be matchedto inappropriate
con-

trols, leading to possibly biased estimates. The standard
errorswould largelybe unaffected.
estimates.Estimatesof
Finally,considerpropensity-score
the probabilityof receiving treatmentnow include values
close to 0 and 1. The values close to 0 for the control
observationswouldcauselittledifficultybecausetheseunits
wouldget close to zeroweightin the estimation.Thecontrol
observationswith a propensityscore close to 1, however,
would receive high weights, leading to an increasein the
varianceof the average-treatment-effect
estimator,correctly
implying that one cannot estimate the average treatment
effect very precisely. Blocking on the propensityscore
would lead to similarconclusions.
Overall, propensityscore and matchingmethods (and
likewise kernel-basedregressionmethods) are better designed to cope with limited overlapin the covariatedistributionsthan are parametricor semiparametric(series) regression models. In all cases it is useful to inspect
histogramsof the estimatedpropensityscorein bothgroups
to assess whetherlimitedoverlapis an issue.
VI. Applications
Thereare manystudiesusing some formof unconfoundedness or selection on observables,ranging from simple
least squaresanalysesto matchingon the propensityscore
(for example,Ashenfelterand Card,1985; LaLonde,1986;
Card and Sullivan, 1988; Heckman,Ichimura,and Todd,
1997; Angrist, 1998; Dehejia and Wahba,1999; Lechner,
1998; Friedlanderand Robins, 1995; and many others).
HereI focus primarilyon two sets of analysesthatcan help
researchersassess the valueof the methodssurveyedin this
paper:first, studiesattemptingto assess the plausibilityof
the assumptions,often using randomizedexperimentsas a
yardstick;second, simulationstudies focusing on the performanceof the various techniquesin settings where the
assumptionsare knownto hold.
A. Applications:RandomizedExperimentsas Checks on
Unconfoundedness

The basic idea behind these studies is simple: to use
experimentalresultsas a checkon the attemptednonexperimentalestimates.Given a randomizedexperiment,one can
obtain unbiasedestimatesof the averageeffect of a program. Then, one can put aside the experimentalcontrol
groupand attemptto replicatethese resultsusing a nonexperimentalcontrol. If one can successfully replicate the
experimentalresults,this suggeststhatthe assumptionsand
methodsareplausible.Suchinvestigationsareof coursenot
generally conclusive, but are invaluablein assessing the
plausibilityof the approach.The first such study,and one
that made an enormousimpactin the econometricsliterature,was by LaLonde(1986). Frakerand Maynard(1987)
conducteda similar investigation,and many more have
followed.
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LaLonde(1986) took the NationalSupportedWorkpro- specific guidancethat should be the aim of such studies.
gram, a fairly small program aimed at particularly They give clear and generalizableconditionsthatmakethe
disadvantagedpeople in the labormarket(individualswith assumptionsof unconfoundednessand overlap-at least
poorlabormarkethistoriesand skills). Using these data,he accordingto theirstudyof a largetrainingprogram-more
set aside the experimentalcontrol group and in its place plausible.These conditionsincludethe presenceof detailed
constructedalternativecontrols from the Panel Study of earningshistories,and control groups that are geographiIncome Dynamics (PSID) and CurrentPopulationSurvey cally close to the treatmentgroup-preferably groups of
from the same loca(CPS), using variousselection criteriadependingon prior ineligibles,or eligible nonparticipants
labormarketexperience.He then used a numberof meth- tion. In contrast,control groupsfrom very differentlocaods-ranging from a simple difference, to least squares tions are found to be poor nonexperimentalcontrols.Aladjustment,a Heckmanselectioncorrection,anddifference- though such conclusionsare only clearly generalizableto
indifferencestechniques-to create nonexperimentalesti- evaluationsof social programs,they are potentiallyvery
mates of the averagetreatmenteffect. His generalconclu- usefulin providinganalystswithconcreteguidanceas to the
sion was thatthe resultswereveryunpredictable
andthatno applicabilityof these assumptions.
methodcouldconsistentlyreplicatethe experimentalresults
Dehejia (2002) uses the GreaterAvenues to INdepenof
the
six
control
condence
(GAIN) data, using different counties as well as
using any
nonexperimental
groups
structed.A numberof researchershave subsequentlytested differentoffices withinthe samecountyas nonexperimental
new techniquesusing these same data.Heckmanand Hotz control groups. Similarly, Hotz, Imbens, and Klerman
(1989) focused on testing the various models and argued (2001) use the basic GAIN data set supplementedwith
that the testing proceduresthey developed would have administrativedata on long-termquarterlyearnings(both
eliminatedmany of LaLonde'sparticularlyinappropriate priorand subsequentto the randomizationdate), to invesestimates.Dehejia and Wahba(1999) used several of the tigate the importanceof detailed earningshistories. Such
semiparametricmethods based on the unconfoundedness detailed histories can also provide more evidence on the
assumptiondiscussedin this survey,and foundthatfor the plausibilityof nonexperimentalevaluationsfor long-term
subsampleof the LaLondedata that they used (with two outcomes.
Two complicationsmake this literaturedifficultto evalyears of priorearnings),these methodsreplicatedthe exresults
more
overall
and
within
uate.
One is the differencesin covariatesused;it is rarethat
perimental
accurately-both
Smith
and
Todd
the
same
variables
aremeasuredconsistentlyacrossdifferentstudies.
(2003) analyze
subpopulations.
dataandconcludethatfor othersubsamples,includingthose For instance,some have yearly earningsdata,othersquarfor which only one year of priorearningsis available,the terly,othersonly earningsindicatorson a monthlyor quarresults are less robust. See Dehejia (2003) for additional terlybasis.This makesit difficultto consistentlyinvestigate
discussionof these results.
the level of detail in earnings history necessary for the
Othershave used differentexperimentsto carryout the unconfoundednessassumptionto hold. A secondcomplicasame or similaranalyses,using varyingsets of estimators tion is thatdifferentestimatorsare generallyused;thus any
and alternativecontrol groups. Friedlanderand Robins differencesin resultscanbe attributedto eitherestimatorsor
(1995) focus on least squaresadjustment,using data from assumptions.This is likely drivenby the fact thatfew of the
the WIN (WorkINcentive) demonstrationprogramscon- estimatorshave been sufficientlystandardizedthatthey can
ductedin a numberof states, and constructcontrolgroups be implementedeasily by empiricalresearchers.
from other counties in the same state, as well as from
All of these studiesjust discussedtook data from actual
differentstates.They concludethatnonexperimental
meth- randomizedexperimentsto test the "true"treatmenteffect
ods are unableto replicatethe experimentalresults.Hotz, againstthe estimatorsused on the nonexperimental
data.To
and
Mortimer
use
the
same
data
and
consome
such
data
are
not reImbens,
extent, however,
(2003)
experimental
sider matching methods with various sets of covariates, quired.The question of interestis whetheran alternative
using single or multiplealternativestatesas nonexperimen- controlgroupis an adequateproxyfor a randomizedcontrol
tal control groups. They find that for the subsampleof in a particularsetting; note that this question does not
individualswith positive earningsat some date priorto the requiredata on the treatmentgroup.Althoughthese quesprogram,nonexperimentalmethods work better than for tions have typicallybeen studiedby comparingexperimenthose with no knownpositive earnings.
tal with nonexperimental
results,all thatis reallyrelevantis
controlgroupcan predictthe
Heckman,Ichimura,and Todd (1997, 1998) and Heck- whetherthe nonexperimental
man, Ichimura,Smith, and Todd (1998) study the national averageoutcomesfor the experimentalcontrol.As in HeckJob TrainingPartnershipAct (JPTA)program,using data man, Ichimura,Smith, and Todd's (1998) analysis of the
from different geographicallocations to investigate the JTPAdata,one can take two groups,neithersubjectto the
natureof the biasesassociatedwith differentestimators,and treatment,and ask the questionwhether-using dataon the
the importanceof overlapin the covariates,includinglabor covariatesfor the first control group in combinationwith
market histories. Their conclusions provide the type of outcome and covariate information for the second-one can
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predictthe averageoutcomein the first.If so, this implies
that,had therebeen an experimenton the populationfrom
which the firstcontrolgroupwas drawn,the second group
would provide an acceptable nonexperimentalcontrol.
Fromthis perspectiveone can use datafrommanydifferent
surveys.In particular,one can more systematicallyinvestigate whethercontrolgroupsfromdifferentcounties,states,
or regions or even differenttime periodsmake acceptable
controls.
nonexperimental

where, for r = 0, 1, 2, one has Sr =
x)lh)(Xi - x)r and Tr = E K((Xi - x)/h)(Xi -

K((Xi x)rYi. The

Seifert-Gassermodificationis to use instead

(x)

=

T,
To
+
o=+2 +R

(x

-

X-)

where the recommendedridge parameteris R = lx x|[5/(16h)],

given the Epanechnikov kernel k(u) =

(1 -

u2)1{ |u| < 1 }. Note thatwith high-dimensionalcovariates,
B. Simulations
such a nonnegativekernelwould lead to biases thatdo not
A second questionthat is often confoundedwith that of vanishfast enoughto be dominatedby the variance(see the
the validity of the assumptionsis that of the relativeper- discussionin Heckman,Ichimura,andTodd, 1998). This is
formanceof the variousestimators.Supposeone is willing not a problemin Frolich'ssimulations,as he considersonly
to accept the unconfoundednessand overlapassumptions. cases with a single covariate.Frolich finds that the local
Whichestimationmethodis most appropriate
in a particular linear estimator,with Seifert and Gassert'smodification,
In
setting? manyof the studiescomparingnonexperimental performsbetter than either the matchingor the standard
with experimentaloutcomes, researcherscompareresults local linearestimator.
for a numberof the techniquesdescribedhere.Yet in these
Zhao(2004) uses simulationmethodsto comparematchsettings we cannotbe certainthat the underlyingassump- ing and parametricregressionestimators.He uses metrics
tions hold. Thus, althoughit is useful to comparethese basedon the propensityscore,the covariates,andestimated
techniquesin such realisticsettings,it is also importantto regressionfunctions.Using designs with varyingnumbers
comparethem in an artificialenvironmentwhere one is of covariatesand linear regressionfunctions,Zhao finds
certainthatthe underlyingassumptionsare valid.
there is no clear winner among the differentestimators,
There exist a few studies that specificallyset out to do althoughhe notes thatusing the outcomedatain choosing
this. Frolich (2000) comparesa numberof matchingesti- the metricappearsa promisingstrategy.
matorsand local linear regressionmethods,carefullyforAbadieandImbens(2002) studytheirmatchingestimator
malizing fully data-drivenproceduresfor the estimators using a data-generatingprocess inspiredby the LaLonde
considered.To makethese comparisonshe considersa large studyto allow for substantialnonlinearity,fittinga separate
numberof data-generating
processes,basedon eight differ- binaryresponsemodelto the zerosin the earningsoutcome,
ent regressionfunctions(includingsome highly nonlinear and a log linear model for the positive observations.The
andmultimodalones), two differentsamplesizes, andthree regressionestimatorsinclude linear and quadraticmodels
differentdensityfunctionsfor the covariate(one important (the latterwith a full set of interactions),with seven covarilimitationis that he restrictsthe investigationto a single ates. This study finds that the matchingestimators,and in
covariate).For the matchingestimatorFrolichconsidereda particularthe bias-adjustedalternatives,outperformthe linsingle matchwith replacement;for the local linearregres- ear and quadraticregressionestimators(the formerusing 7
sion estimators he uses data-drivenoptimal bandwidth covariates,the latter35, afterdroppingsquaresandinteracchoices basedon minimizingthe mean squarederrorof the tionsthatleadto perfectcollinearity).Theirsimulationsalso
average treatmenteffect. The first local linear estimator suggest that with few matches-between one and fourconsideredis the standardone: at x the regressionfunction matching estimatorsare not sensitive to the numberof
matchesused,andthattheirconfidenceintervalshaveactual
IJ(x) is estimatedas 3oin the minimizationproblem
coverageratesclose to the nominalvalues.
N
The results from these simulation studies are overall
Xi -x\
. (Xi -x)]2. K( h
min
[Yi - o somewhat
inconclusive;it is clear that more work is reh
30.o1i=i
quired.Futuresimulationsmay usefully focus on some of
the following issues. First, it is obviously importantto
with an Epanechnikovkernel.He finds that this has comclosely model the data-generatingprocess on actual data
putationalproblems,as well as poor small-sampleproper- sets, to ensure that the results have some relevance for
ties. He thereforealso considersa modificationsuggestedby
practice.Ideally one would build the simulationsarounda
Seifertand Gasser(1996, 2000). For given x, definex = 2 number of
specific data sets through a range of dataXiK((Xi - x)/h)/l K((Xi - x)lh), so that one can write generatingprocesses.Second, it is importantto have fully
the standardlocal linearestimatoras
data-drivenproceduresthatdefinean estimatoras a function
of (Yi, Wi, Xi)=1, as seen in Frolich (2000). For the
To T1
but
matchingestimatorsthis is relatively straightforward,
(x -),
(x) =
+
SO
S2
for some others this requiresmore care. This will allow
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other researchers to consider meaningful comparisons
across the various estimators.
Finally, we need to learn which features of the datagenerating process are important for the properties of the
various estimators. For example, do some estimators
deteriorate more rapidly than others when a data set has
many covariates and few observations? Are some estimators
more robust against high correlations between covariates
and outcomes, or high correlations between covariates and
treatment indicators? Which estimators are more likely to
give conservative answers in terms of precision? Since it is
clear that no estimator is always going to dominate all
others, what is important is to isolate salient features of the
data-generating processes that lead to preferring one alternative over another. Ideally we need descriptive statistics
summarizing the features of the data that provide guidance
in choosing the estimator that will perform best in a given
situation.
VII.

Conclusion

In this paper I have attempted to review the current state
of the literature on inference for average treatment effects
under the assumption of unconfoundedness. This has recently been a very active area of research where many new
semi- and nonparametric econometric methods have been
applied and developed. The research has moved a long way
from relying on simple least squares methods for estimating
average treatment effects.
The primary estimators in the current literature include
propensity-score methods and pairwise matching, as well as
nonparametricregression methods. Efficiency bounds have
been established for a number of the average treatment
effects estimable with these methods, and a variety of these
estimators rely on the weakest assumptions that allow point
identification. Researchers have suggested several ways for
estimating the variance of these average-treatment-effect
estimators. One, more cumbersome approach requires estimating each component of the variance nonparametrically.
A more common method relies on bootstrapping. A third
alternative, developed by Abadie and Imbens (2002) for the
matching estimator, requires no additional nonparametric
estimation. There is, as yet, however, no consensus on
which are the best estimation methods to apply in practice.
Nevertheless, the applied researcherhas now a large number
of new estimators at her disposal.
Challenges remain in making the new tools more easily
applicable. Although software is available to implement
some of the estimators (see Becker and Ichino, 2002;
Sianesi, 2001; Abadie et al., 2003), many remain difficult to
apply. A particularlyurgent task is therefore to provide fully
implementable versions of the various estimators that do not
require the applied researcherto choose bandwidths or other
smoothing parameters. This is less of a concern for matching methods and probably explains a large part of their
popularity. Another outstanding question is the relative

performance of these methods in realistic settings with large
numbers of covariates and varying degrees of smoothness in
the conditional means of the potential outcomes and the
propensity score.
Once these issues have been resolved, today's applied
evaluators will benefit from a new set of reliable, econometrically defensible, and robust methods for estimating the
average treatment effect of current social policy programs
under exogeneity assumptions.
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